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That unidentified lady burning
leaves, in Saturday's Ledger,
was Brownie Armstrong of 1837
Miller. Says she has read the
Ledger for years.
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Fellow says every time he goes
Christmas shopping, three things
are going to give out on
him...money, patience, and feet.
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Some outfit out in Los Angeles
has over a million pounds of
frozen whale meat they don't
know what to do with. The FDA
seized it last week saying it had
too much mercury in it. They
don't know what to do with it now
since it can't even be used in pet
food. Fertilizer maybe. If not, as
the Interior Department of
Endangered
Species says
"they're going to have to dig one
heck of a big hole out there".
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City Park Situation
Discussed By Council
Garden Department
To Meet Thursday

PRETTY. BUT kLL WED—These five girls are finalists in the Mrs. Murray State University
competition sponsored by the Dumes I Inb All are either students or are married to a student at
Murray State. The winner will be announced at the first home basketball game, Dee. 1, when Murray
State plays Arkansas Tech. Each girl was nominated by a campus organization, and the finalists
were selected in interviews with judges, on the basis of poise, personality, and attractiveness. The
five finalists are, left to right, Mrs. Bonna Goode, Owensboro senior, sponsored by Tau Phi lambda
sorority; Mrs. Aileen Bumphus, Louisville senior, sponsored by Omega Psi Phi fraternity; Mrs.
Carson Stuart, Greenville senior, Kappa Delta sorority sponsored; Mrs. Paula Benton, Louisville
graduate student, sponsored by Epsilon Pi Tau honor society; and Mrs. Nancy Hayden, Murray
sophomore, sponsored by the Murray Art Students (MASS).
(Photo by Wilson Wooley)

Rabies is now curable says a
UPI dispatch. A boy in Atlanta
developed rabies after being
bitten by a rabid bat, even after
he took the shots. Doctors inserted a tube in his throat to
prevent suffocation, drained off
cranial fluid to keep pressure in
the brain from building up, Elmer Sholar and James
monitored his heart to forestall Witherspoon,two members of the
cardiac arrhythmia, and ad- Murray Civitan Club, were
ministered drugs to prevent reinstated
at the hi-monthly
convulsions and infection. The meeting of the club.
boy lived....the world's only Donations to the American
known survivor of rabies.
Cancer Society and Cystic
Fibrosis Campaign were apWe have a variant or mutant proved.
Squirrel. ft is very light colored Coffield Vance, chairman of
with his tail so light it is almost a Fruit Cake Committee, anlight brown.
His body is nounced that twenty-five hundred
somewhat the same color. pounds of the Claxton Fruit Cake
Maybe he will turn darker as he had arrived for holiday sales
gets older, but right now he is and that one or two nights in
(rter than all the other
arty December would be
Squirrels
elected for house to house sales
by Civitans. Proceeds from sale
Two pair of Yellow Shafted of fruitcakes go to promote
Flickers, one pair on the Post college scholarships and other
Uak and another pair on our local citizenship activities.
lump One of them was resting, Civitan President, Starkie
preening himself, all the while Colson announced tentative plans
hanging to the side of the tree. for a program labelled "Support
His tail is long and stiff and he The Law and Lawman" and
appeared comfortable with both Clergyman month.
feet holding on and leaning back
on his tail, much like a lineman
with his spikes stuck into a pole
leaning back on his safety belt

Civitan Club Fruit
Cake Sale Planned

President Threatens
To Veto Tax Measure

The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
its annual Christmas party on
Thursday, December 2, at 1:30
p.m. at the club house.
Mrs. James M. Byrn will be in
charge of the program and Mrs.
Greg Miller will give the
devotion.
Hostesses will be Mrs.
Morrison Galloway, Mrs. W.B.
Graves, Mrs. James Hamilton,
Mrs. Carney Hendon, and Mrs.
Fitgar Morris.

Stubblefield
Announces For
Congress Race
WASHINGTON (UPI)—U.S.
Rep. Frank A. Stubblefield, DKy., said Monday he will seek reelection to an eighth term next
year to represent Kentucky's
westernmost 1st Congressional
District
Stubblefield
seoffed
at
speculation that he might not
seek re-election in the 1972
election.
Paducah Police Judge Kenneth
Burkhart has announced that he
will contest Stubblefield for the
congressional post in next May's
Democratic primary.

Alexander Proposal
Starts Hot Session
City
Councilman
Rex
Alexander set off a discussion
last night which drew comments
from both members of the
Council and visitors to the
meeting. The discussion con:erne:1 the possible relocation of
the Murray City Park and consumed about one-half of the
regular meeting which was held
last night in lieu of the meeting
which normally would have been
held last Thursday which fell on
Thanksgiving.
Councilman
Alexander
presented a proposal to the
council to sell that part of the
present city park between Payne
Street and Chestnut Street and to
The Murray Fire Department use these funds, together with
was called tsethe home of Mr. and Federal funds, to purchase a new
Mrs. James A. Parker at 1629 site for a city park and develop it.
Catlina, on Monday, at four p.m. Alexander pointed out that the
Firemen said the fire was from present park is too small for the
the television set and they city and that plans should be
removed the set from the house. made now to buy a large acreage
No other damage was reported. even if it could not be completely
At 1:40 p.m. the firemen an- developed at this time.
swered a call to the Washburn He made the motion that the
home at 419 South 10th Street. Murray Planning Commission be
This fire was in the fuse box and requested to study the proposal
was out on arrival of the firemen. then recommend to the council, If

Firemen Called To
The Parker Home

it sees fit, to rezone the property
in question so that the part along
Chestnut street could be commercial and the part along Payne
Street be residential
His proposal drew fire from
several councilmen.
City
Councilman Rudy Allbritten said
that if the city sold the part of the
park along Chestnut street for
commercial purposes, it would be
unfair to downtown merchants
since it would only provide more
commercial space for new
businesses away from the
downtown.
Councilman
Roy Starks,
Chairman of the Finance Committee said that the proposed new
park would take over three times
more than it presently does to
keep it in proper condition.

(Continued on Page Twelve
By MICHAEL L. POSNER personal and corporate taxes
WASHINGTON (UPI) —With by $15.4 billion over three
a presidential veto threat years. But the Senate adopted
a
hanging over their heads, more liberal tax cut
to reduce
House and Senate tax negotia- taxes by $27.9 billion.
tors knuckled down today to the Some of the costly Senate
stuff of 1972 —money and provisions include a
tax credit
Police Chief James Brown
politics.
for sending children to college,
gave the report on citations
The Houie-Senate conference tax benefits for child
care
issued from November 5 through
was not even under way expenses, and
an 8800 personal
November 25 at the council
Monday when President Nixon exemption for
1972 income.
meeting on Monday
The
announced how would veto hi: Some provisions of both
citations are as follows reckless
own tax bill if it contains eithez House and
Senate measures a
driving 6;
shoplifting 8.
"budget-busting-- Settate provi- not in the
conference, since
disregarding stop light 1; illegal
sions or a tax-supported presi- both bodies agreed
to the same
possession of alcohol 9; DWI 13;
dential campaign kitty.
thing. These include various
public drunkeness 19; no city
At stake are different ver- personal tax cuts, a 7 per cent
By HELEN THOMAS
China's New' Year's celebra- sticker 1; no
state inspection
sions of Nixon's tax reduction investment tax credit and
WASHINGTON (UPI) — tion.
an
plan, designed to stimulate elimination of the 7 per cent
President Nixon's historic jour- White House Press Secretary sticker 3. disorderly conduct 7;
license
3;
consumer and business spend- auto excise tax —although
ney to Peking in search a new Ronald L. Ziegler announced no operators
ing as a way of aiding the some of the technical details of
direction in U.S. relations with the date in a brief one- disregarding stop sign 5;
eamumny.
the world's most populous paragraph communique issued drinking in public 4; speeding 1.
the plans must still be resolved.
country will begin Feb. 21 after simultaneously in Peking Mon- Chief Brown reported 28
The House approved the basic But the Senate amendment
automobile accidents and seven
Nixon plan which would cut that irked the Republican White
day. He promised to reveal breaking and
entering cases.
further
details
today on the
House most was a proposal to
Out of the 80 citations City
length of the visit and possible Judge
allow taxpayers to allocate 81
Donald Overbey processed
other stops Nixon will make on 43 cases
of their taxes to the political
as charged and
mainland.
Chinese
the
party of their choice, a plan
dismissed 37 cases.
This is a good time to plant
'The government of the
which could give $20.4 million
trees and shrubs, or prune trees
Peoples' Republic of China and
each to both major parties as
<=nci shrubs
Four traffic collisions were four door
Reports of thefts from the the government of the United
driven by Audyei'well as 86 million into
investigated Monday morning in Tucker
Kappa Alpha fraternity house, States of America have agreed
Crittenden of Murray Wallace's third party moveA weary crew of early sailors the city of Murray by officers of Route Seven and
505 North 16th Street, were made that President Nixon's visit to
a 1964 Ford two ment.
sighted and picked up a rose bush the Murray Police Department. door Mustang
to the Murray Police Department China will begin Feb. 21, 1972,"
(Continued on Page Twelve)
driven by Nancy
floating in the sea. Columbus No injuries were listed on the Jane Myers
The announcement said.
Monday at 1:20 p.m.
of Hazel Route One.
noted the incident in his log, reports filed by the law officials. Police said the
Ziegler later explained that
('he
police
reports
said
the
Crittenden car
North 18th and Main Streets was going east
October 11, 1492, one day prior to
thefts occurred sometime bet- Nixon actually would be in
on Main and had
was the scene of the first collision to stop for a
his landing in the Bahamas.
ween Monday, November 22, and Peking on that date. He will be
car in front of her to
at 7:56 between a 1968 Chevrolet make a left turn
the first American president to
Sunday,
November 28.
An outstanding organist, John
onto North 18th
Missing from the fraternity visit China while in office and C. Winter, of Murray State
Street. Miss Myers, also going
house was an Electrolux vacuum he will confer with Communist University, will present the first
east on Main Street, was unable
China Chairman Mao Tse-tung December program of FOCUS
cleaner
to stop in time to avoid colliding
at
with the Critteaden car, ac- WASHINGTON (UPI) --The 4.5 per cent hike to Chrysler Mike Miller said a Norelco and Prime Minister Chou En- Paducah Community College.
lai.
triple header razor and a single
Price Commission has turned Corp. —although
The program, to be presented
cording to the police report.
the latter firm
The Murray Water & Sewer
Damage to the Chevrolet was down a Ford Motor Co. request elected to use only a 3 per cent shot 20 gauge shotgun were stolen "We shall try in the meetings Friday evening, December.3, at
with leaders of the Peoples' 8:00 p.m.in Rosenthal Hall,is
System received bids on fifteen
on the trunk lid and back bumper, for a 4.4 per cent price hike, increase to stay competitive from his room.
the
Mueller fire hydrants this week to
Missing from Mike Jones'room Republic of China to seek a outgrowth of two sabbatical
and to the Ford on the front end. telling the nation's second with the rest of the industry.
relationthe
direction
in
new
with the low bid going to General
summers of study for Prof.
At 9:50 a collision occurred largest autgmaker that it may General Motors Corp., the were a Norelco triple header
Pipe and Supply Company. The Highway Commissioner B. E. between a 1967 Rambler four increase its 1972 car and truck
cordless electric razor, Realistic ships between our two countries Winter.
nation's
largest
car
maker,
has
and to end the isolation of our
bid was on seven 4" hydrants, King today approved five door owned by Leonard Holloway prices by an average 2.9 per
During the summer of 1967, he
asked for a 2.5 per cent stereo system,FM and AM radio, two great peoples from each
%ye 4,7" hydrants and three 5" projects for Calloway County to and driven by Eva Jean Hollway cent.
eight
track
tape
player,
turn
visited and recorded some of the
increase, a request on which
be
Ziegler
other,"
said.
funded
under President of Hopkinsville,
hydrants.
table, and forty tapes in a blue
outstanding pipe organs of this
and a 1968 Ford The 2.9 per cent figure was in
General Pipe bid $3,381.90. Nixon's new Emergency Em- two door driven by Conrad line with price hikes planned or (Continued on Page Twelve)
suit case.
(Continued on Page Twelve) area and of surrounding states
Other bids were Drake Wholesale ployment Act (EEA).
and Canada.
requested by the rest of the
Dermot Carr of Dexter.
Supply Company with a bid of The program is designed to
In 1971, he visited and recorded
auto
industry. The Price
(Continued
on
Page
Twelve)
$3,670 91; Mueller Company with provide jobs on public works
outstanding pipe organs of
Commission previously granted
a bid of $3,959.81; and Henry A. projects to persons who are
Northern Europe.
a 2.5 per cent increa,e to
Petter Supply Company with a currently unemployed. Salaries
These visits resulted in an
American Motors Corp and a
for the workers are provided by
hid of $3,632.47.
impressive collection,. of color
the federal government with the
slides of organs, cathedrals, and
state paying the cost of materials
scenes of Europe, and of sound
Thirty-five
Job
and equipment used on the
Corpsmen from
tapes of the European organs
the
Breckinridge Job Corps
projects.
played by Mr. Winter or the
The projects approved for Center near Morganfield will Mrs. June Smith, Associate
cathedral organists.
help
entertain
Calloway
basketball
County include painting
Elementary
fans Professor
of
These slides and tapes conKentucky Weather forecast:
here on Dec. 4 during the half Education,
State
Murray
stitute the program.
Continued cloudy with oc- of a handrail for bridges on KY time
show as Murray State takes University, will speak at the 12 30
Prof. Winter has taught both
casional light snow flurries, 893 and US 641, repairing of on
Cheyney State College of Wednesday luncheon at the
piano and organ at MSU since
mainly north portion today. bridge, removal and installation Cheyney;
Pa.
of handrails for three spans on
United Campus Ministry
1948.
Cloudy and colder tonight.
The vocal presentation of "The "A Personal Response To The
His undergraduate education
Partly cloudy and cold Wed- KY 94
The total estimated cost of the Sounds of Breck" will be under 'Survival At Murray State'
at Louisiana State University and
nesday. Highs today upper 30s
the
direction
of choir director Handbook" will be her topic. She
the University of Michigan was
and low 40s. Lows Wednesday in five projects is $36,853, ComMrs. Annette Dupee.
will be reacting as an individual
followed by graduate study at
the 20s and low 30s.
Highs missioner King said.
faculty member to the recently
Juillard School of Music in New
Wednesday 30s and low 40s
published booklet which
York and Trinity College of
WOMEN'S EXERCISE SCHEDULED
act,
evaluated faculty and
Music in London.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
ministration personnel at. the
Well-known for his teaching as
The
All women involved in recreation slimnastics sponsored by
Kentucky
extended
University.
well as his recital work, Mr.
weather outlook:
the Murray City Park and all interested new members
are
Dr. Smith has taught in the
Winter is active in Kentucky
Variable cloudiness and cold
invited to attend a two week exercise program free of charge.
School
of Education for the past
Music Teachers' Association. He ,
with chance of snow or rain west
The program gets underway tonight, November 30, and
Joe Pat Ward, president of the Murray Lions('bib, looks on as his twin grandsons, Mite hell Grogan, is immediate past
six years, coming from the
portion Saturday.
president of
continues through December 10 on Tuesday and Thursday
Warmer
left, and Richard Grogan, put bumper stickers on his car advertising the Murray Lions Club Radio that organization,
University of Nebraska
and has held
Saturday. Lows in the 20s. Highs • nights from 7 to 8:15 p.m. each week at the Douglas gym on
Auction
December
Luncheon
Funds
9.
will
8
and
be
on
used
community
for
The Wednesday
betterment projects. The Grogan
r offices in it.
In the upper 30s Thursday and
Second Street. The program includes exercising and a free
begins at 12:30. The cost is 75 twins will celebrate their fifth birthday on Friday. They are the sons of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Grogan.
He has been honored by being
Friday rising into the 408
play period.
cents and is open to the public. a 107 Williams Avenue, Murray, and have one sister, Leslie. Their grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. B. C
vited to dedicate the new organ
Saturday.
441011.11014Pligeth..i..41ataahrfaingraWAS.,44*Ac.
Grogan and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ward.
spokesman said.
at MSC on Sunday. December 5.

No Injuries Are Reported Here
In Collisions On Monday Morning

Fire Hydrants Are
Bought By System

Price Commission Turns
Down Ford's Price Hike

Five Projects
Approved For
ro
unty Roads

Job Corpsmen To
Entertain At Game

The Weather

Luncheon Speaker
Is Mrs. June Smith

Nixon
To Peking February 21

Chief Brown Gives
Report For Period
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A Ridiculous Situation
Many Americans were disturbed when individuals
were picked out and charged with alleged atrocities
in the Viet Nam Conflict. There is no doubt but that
some atrocities occur in any war since the very
nature of war is to strip a man of all the traits of
human kindness and compassion and to make a
killer out of him.
We.note in the news now that a major general and
foor other officers have been advised to defend
themselves from possible disciplinary action for
"failing to prepare a proper defense for a base in
Vietnam where 33 U. S. soldiers were killed".
— The base in ittteafitRallrfre base Mary Ann near.
Chu Lai where thirty-three were killed and seventyix -were wounded.
This turn of events is even more disturbing since
so much of the command situation is a matter of
judgment. We believe that this major general and
other officers in charge of thisbase were doing the
best in their judgment to prepare the base against
the enemy and certainly would not knowingly risk
danger to their men and themselves.
We cannot fight a war with the shackels of peace
g over our heads. We musreither fight or not

ght-

Officers and men are trained for combat and1Vben
combat is finally entered, it is a matter of constant
decision making and judgment. One might be guilty
of bad judgment or one might make the wrong
decision, but to have to defend oneself in court is
nothing short of ridiculous. In a non-combat
situation such as occurred at Pearl Harbor, one can
be lulled into a false sense of security, but in a real
combat situation, we believe that normal security
tactics are employed and that most officers and men
do ie best they can do to ward off attack and to
prepare themselves for it..
All of this sort of thing results from the wishywashy `.`no win" attitude thatbas plagued American
forcesever sincethey entered the Viet Nam conflict.
We firmly believe that had American forces entered
Viet Nam with the same purpose and goals as they
had in World War II, they could have swept the
country clean within a year. Peaceniks, politicians
who sought to capitalize on the "bring our boys
home" theme, do gooders, revolutionaries and
others in our nation have so beclouded our reason
and our goals that the American officer and soldier
-is almost afraid to fight for fear of having to answer
to some court.
Americans have always been a "fight" or "not
fight" nation. There just is no middle ground. A
soldier has to go into combat knowing what the goals
are, -so that-he can flglly with vengeance andferocity, with one thing in mind. .to get the job done
and over with so he can go home and resume the
American way of life as soon as possible.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER

TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Frank Hall, age 83, and Hoyt Lamb,
age 69, both on November 29.
thane Elkins, Ralph Oliver, and Eddie Wells, all of Murray,
were among the thirty-three students at Murray State College
named to "Who's Who In American Colleges and Universities"
this year.
Golden wedding anniversaries reported today are Mr. and Mrs.
0. S. Wall on November 8 and Mr. and Mrs. Van Clark on
-November 30.
The Calloway County High School Lakers defeated the South
Marshall Rebels 67 to 44 with Curd for Calloway scoring 24 points.
Miss Georgia Ann Coles and Walter Glenn Hill were married
November 4 at the Martin's Chapel Methodist Church.

20 Years Ago Today
IMO=

TIM= 513.11

t'The gym at Ahno High School is now sporting a new balcony
all the way around which will take care of the overflow crowds at
the basketball games",from the column,"Seen & Heard Around
Murray".
Lt. Solon G. Hale, Supply Corps, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Hale, is serving aboard the escort aircraft carrier, USS
Mindoso, in Caribbean waters.
Eli Alexander Of Murray is one of thirty members of the 1951
Thoroughbred team named as lettermen by Coach Fred Faurot,
Murray State College football coach.
Mr and Mrs. Blake Blankenship of Lansing, mkt., have been
the guests of her parents, Mr.and Mrs. Headley Swift.

Isn't It The Tnith1
by Carl Riblet Jr.
are rough and tough and given
people
Russian
The
to no nonsense in matters of politics, but the Russian
bee is another thing. He is the most gentle bee in the
world, hardly ever stinging and then only out of
curiosity—like when trying to discover if it hurts.
"Curiosity is the reason why most of us
haven't committed suicide long ago."
—Author Unidentified

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
BY
COLONEL TAYLOR L DAVIDSON

Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)—Eliot
Janeway emphasizes his widely
publicized projection of 500 on
the Dow average implies a test
level, not a bottom.
"I have
more than a
modicum of hope that the 500
area can be made to stand as a
low. But I have no doubt that
this will not happen by itself,
Nothing short of the government learning how to make
things work in the economy it
is now undertaking to control
will .., enable the market to
pass the test that I see
awaiting it at the 500 level,"
Janeway said.

FRANKFORT,Ky.—The name]end ceiling was not necessarily
of the game is "high4ow". This reached by all local boards, the
column should have "draft ap- authorization in the 1971 draft
peal" for young men born in 1951 amendments of a uniform
or earner, have a "lottery" national call insures that all
number of 126 or above and are eligible registrants will be
not a member of the Extended considered for induction if they:
Dare in class 1-A on Dec. 31,(2)
Priority Selection Group.
It may not have been Ire are 20 years of age or older on
ten clonal that on the day and hour that date, and 3) have RSN's of
of the 53rd anniversary of the 125 or below.
World War I Armisticii (11 a.m., "If young men meet these
Nov 11.) that Draft Director Dr. criteria but are not inducted
Curtis W. Tarr issued a press during 1971, their liability for
release that was good news for induction will be extended into
The Alexander Hamilton Inthe thousands of young men 1972. They will be prime can- stitute sees investors "overabove RSN 126, and, on the other dictates for induction during the reacting to every piece of news
first three months of the year that is even the least bit
hand, bad for the others,
Because our local boards are along with other men who are unfavorable" while ignoring
concentrating on getting the word now in the Extended Priority positive developments.
to "draft"-eligible registrants Selection Group.
What it all boils down to "is a
who may wish to drop their Commenting on the con- gaping lack of confidence," the
deferments and thereby, reduce tinuation of the policy which firm said.
their vulnerability to service, we allows the dropping of deferrepeat the full text of the ments, Dr. Tarr said, "Young
Dean Witter & Co. sees no
men holding lottery numbers of threat of a profit squeeze from
director's release as follows:
-Young men who wish to drop RSN 126 and above can ef- Price Commission-Pay Board
draft deferments in favor of 1-A fectively limit.ttssis vulnerability, fierso-tliP- far in Phase if
classifications may still do so. to the draft by being classified
"If you take recent decisions
Local boards will continue to into 1-A by the year's end. Since as cases in front, it is clear
grant these requests even though the law allows Ito:Ling men to price increases are
being
the young men continue to meet apply for deferments, we believe granted in line with wage
Copley 1444.spaper.
the conditions for which the those young men granted increases at least in this early
deferments should be able to drop adjustment and equalization
deferments were granted.
I DIJiat)W, I NAVE -T1-1E FELLIKkA I'LL /..1EVEI? 141 +IL SAME AG8jK11
"Six categories are included: 1- them if they desire.
phase of controls ... no sweat
3, high school students; 2-A, "Our purposes," Tarr added, therefore so far," the firms
all
achieve
fairness
to
occupational deferments or "are to
said.
vocational-technical students; 2- registrants in determining nleis
C, agricultural deferments; 2-D, priority status on Jan. 1 of the
divinity students; 2-S, un- new year and to limit the un- XMAS CRIBS
The goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance.—Romans 2:4t.
LOS ANGELES (UPI) —The
dergraduate college students; certainty that young men with
Too many in these days are not taking God's goodness
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Twenty
and 3-A, hardship deferit' lents. high Random Sequence Number display in public schools of
seriously.
students
from
ntucky college
"This policy was instituted in face. Registrants with student, Christmas cribs, Nativity
of the state's colleges and late 1970 and was of particular occupational, paternity, scenes or other holiday symbols
STATE GOvEeNMENT-5
versities have been chosen as interest to young men with agriculture, and
hardship with religious origins violates
WEEK OF ACTIVITY
egislative interns for the op- Random Sequence
LSI biALEF
(lottery) deferments will be eligible to the constitutional separation of
ining session of the General Numbers above the highest RSN take advantage of this policy." Church and State, the Amerimbly.
BY JIM WARREN
called for induction. By dropping "The memorandum also can Civil Liberties Union says.
The selection was announced their deferments at the end of the amends selective service policy
The ACLU's Southern CaliDr. Robert F. Sexton, director year, they became part of that on allowing record changes in fornia chapter has mailed a set
INSURANCE—Gov. Louie B. Nunn changed three points in his
the Office of Academic year's prime selection group. On birthdates upon submission of of "constitutional guidelines"
proposal to provide health care insurance benefits to state emograms, Kentucky Depart- Jan. 1, they were placed in a adequate evidence.
ployes. One change will allow each employe to choose his own
for Christmas and other holint of Personnel.
insurer.
second priority position. Because "Starting Dec. 10, if a birthdate days to school superintendents,
The interns, chosen after ex- of this, they are not subject to change is submitted after the a spokesman said.
EDUCATION—A study by the state Council on Public Higher
nsive interviews, will serve as induction until the manpower registrant has received a lottery'
Education indicates tuitions at Kentucky colleges and univeristants to members of the supply in the First Priority number, the records will be BOMB.KILLS 3
sities are a "bargain" compared with those of similar institutions
neral Assembly for the 1972 Selection Group is exhausted--a changed, but the registrant will
in surrounding states. The study said out-of-state students at the
SEOUL (UPI) —Police reion.
University of Kentucky pay about $390 less than the average paid
development likely only if a retain his original lottery ported that a Korean Army
outhave
an
"We think we
by similar students at schools tin nearby states
enlisted man went berserk
major national emergency oc- number."
grow) of young people curs.
early today and exploded a
ming
to
Frankfort,"
said Dr.
' MAIL—Five prisoners at Eddrille State Penitentiary filed suit
"The policy was reaffirmed in FARM PAYMENTS
hand grenade at a provincial
. "The 1972 session should a local board memorandum sent
in Franklin Circuit Court challenging the prison's right to screen
village. They added that the
—Rep.
WASHINGTON
(
UPI)
interesting
and
especially
their mail. Prisoners are allowed to send uncensored mail to the
this week by Draft Directors Paul Findley, R-111., said today soldier killed himself and two
an
exinterns
d give our
governor, corrections commissioner and seven selected persons
Curtis W. Tarr to all 4000 local
civilians, and wounded four
cellent opportunity to observe draft boards. Registrants who he intends to offer an amendwho may be able to help them. All other mail is inspected.
others.
and contribute to an intense desire to take advantage of the ment to limit annual farm
payment programs to $20,000
CONSUMERS—Atty.Gen. John B. Breckinridge has called for lawmaking session."
policy in 1971 must have been
The selected students are: Jim born in 1951 or earlier, have per commodity when the House
abolishment of the Kentucky Citizens Commission on Consumer
Breckinridge Edd Austin, Louisville, Robert FtSN's of 126 or above, and not be considers the Strategic Storable
Protection because it is legally powerless.
Lexington, and a member of the Extended Agricultural Commodities Act
recommended the commission's functions and funds be tran- Babbage,
Thaddeus Smith, Winchester, Priority Selection Group. of 1971.
sferred to the attorney general's office.
Findley said the House Rules
Easter Kentucky University;
Moreover, they must submit
Ends Tonite
COAL—Coal company attorneys have asked the state Barry Caldwell, Erlanger, and their request in writing. To be Committee was expected to
Reclamation Commission to dismiss a petition brought against 30 Gregory Hughes, Erlanger, considered as part of the 1971 consider the bill Tuesday. He
said
his
amendment
would
"PANIC IN
Eastern Kentucky strip mining companies. The petition, brought Georgetown College; John Lester prime selection group, the
NEEDLE PARK" R
by local citizens, asks that the companies' mining permits be Crowe, Rensselar, New York, requests must be postmarked no apply to cotton, feed grain and
wheat and estimated it would
revoked because they have repeatedly broken mining Campbellsville College; Teddy later than Dec. 31.
save P00.million a year.
rejsulations. Thepetition has not boien_verified or supported by Flynt, Salyersville, Morehead
"RSN 125 has been set as the
State University; Morris Lane year-end ceiling for 1971 draft
affidavits.
Harvey, Benton, and Stephen calls. Unlike 1970, when the year- STAGE-STRUCK DOGS
HIGH WYCOMBE, England
POLLUTION—The Interim Legislative Committee on Williams, Lola, Murray State
(UPI)--Company Director MalAgriculture and Natural Resources in principle approved a bill to University.
colm McLaren offered $350
Carol Thompson, Park Hills,
create a separate department to control pollution in Kentucky.
toward the new Arts Center
The new agency would handle air, water and noise pollution, solid Northwestern Kentucky State
with one proviso: Two of the
waste disposal and septic tank cleaning. If the committee fins no College; William Mohr, Fort ADULTS 8$
best seats in the house on
objections to the bill it will be filed for introduction Li the 1972 Thomas, and Edward Monahan, NURSERY 9
permanent reserve for his pet
General Assembly
Ludlow, Thomas More College;
Airedales, Teddy and Pedro.
Glenn Embree, Elizabethtown, November U, 1971
The trustees agreed. "I'll
Mary Gilpin, Cambellsville,
take them along on opening
Arthur David Lemaster, WarNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
night," McLaren promised affield, and Jerry Springate, Sinai,
ter writing his check.
University of Kentucky; Kirby
Baby Girl Downs (Mrs. Willie
ilBannon, Louisville, and Mae), Route 1, Farmington, iksr *
**************
Michael Bateman, Louisville, Baby Boy Hudson (Carolyn
THEATRE;
University of Louisville; Dorothy Jean), Route 3, Murray, Baby
410WIJIWIl Ingintig
It's quite natural that Bard- Wally perforni, in a program of Darby, Bowling Green and Kim Boy Cox (Emily Sue), 39
MOPPING
us ell MIONITIA
Ends Tonite
stown, Kentucky.. boasting the Christmas songs. There will be Weaver, Bowling Green, Western Hillcreast Dr., Paris, Tenn,
home that Stephen Foster sang instrumental arrangements for Kentucky University.
NITE
"FRIENDS" R
LAST
7:30
about in his immortal "My Old flute, clarinet, guitars and harp,
DISMISSALS
Kentucky Home". would pay a grodp singing of carols, special
loan lie
The Almanac
special tribute to music during numbers on the oboe, piano,
Mrs. Wilma Earline Lyles,
ood vt'art1 I Starts
GeonJeC/
By United Press International
the Christmas holidays.. and that organ and violin. A brass group
TOMORROW!
Scott
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 30, Route 2, Murray, James Edgar
it would take place in historic will add the jOyOus sounds of
Smith,
1971.
Route
3,
Murray, Mrs.
the 334th day of
'TheyMIght
ss,
houses. Sunday, December 12th, trumpets and trombones to the
The moon is between its first Dorothy Jean Lawrence, 700
6/, The Girls of ‘,\•„,
-,
there will be open house from 2 to great swell that will ring out in
"FANNY HILL: 1r
W
Broad Ext., Murray, Master
(lints"
Be
quarter and new phase.
5 p.m. in six of the community's Bardstown, heralding the onWOMAN'd-a
,
1A
A UNNERSAL
WMAI. ORE MAN P,C
There are no morning stars. Joseph David George, Box 301,
-WITHOUT A STITCH
oldest restored residences.
coming of the Christmas
The evening stars are Mer- Murray, James William Elkins,
ror,jether for foe AptOne of the most easily holidays.
twit Itme,
cw-y, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Route 1, Almo, Mrs. Lana Mae
2nd Big Hit
Plus
recognized musical strains the Families that will be opening
Williams, Route 6, Murray, Mrs.
Saturn.
world over is "My Old Kentucky their homes are: Mr. and Mrs.
Those born on this day are Linda June Waugh, 811 Guthrie,
SHOOT OUT
It's a business
Home."
It brings to mind Harold Richard, 516 North 3rd;
Murray, Miss Victoria Elaine
under the sign of Sagittarius.
A UMW ASA
op*
traditional southern living, white Dr. and Mrs. P.L. Nally, 302 West
doing pleasure
American author Mark Twain Wigginton, Hales Tr. Ct. No. 48,
columned mansions, hooped Muir; Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
with
Samuel Clemens) was born Murray, Mrs. Wilma Agnes
skirts and the folklore of plan- Hibbs, Jr., 309 West John Fitch
Lyons, 415 North 5th St., Murray,
Nov. 30, 1835.
Starts
Tomorrow
tation days.
Stephen Foster Ave., Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Mrs. Marie Atllne Miller, Route
On this day in history:
contributed his talents to this Cedarholrn, 211 East Stephen
o. A Day in The Life
1782 preliminary peace No.3, Murray, Mrs. Ruby Estelle t
In
great picture of Kentucky and to Foster Ave., and Mrs. Ferd
articles ending the Revolution- Rudolph, 713 Sycamore, Murray, * of Ivan
Americans' need to express Rapier, 302 S. 5th. Refreshments
Denlsovitch
ary War were signed in Paris. Mrs. Sara Ann Driver, 505
themselves during trying times will be served at Wickland,
Winston
Churchill,
Central, Mayfield, Mrs. Diana
In 1874 Sir
of the mid 11100's.
former home of three Governors.
-Britain's prime minister, Mae Bennett,'Route -1,
557,
In honor of the great balladeer, - Tickets, $1.00 ellerTrAliy- be twiee
Murray, Albert Leroy Ginn, 509
barn.
Last Chance to See
citizens of Bardstown formed the purchased at the Chamber of was
In 1939 the Russo-Finnish war Beale St.,Murray,Charles Ophus
Stephen Foster Music Club in Commerce office from Mrs
the Soviet Union Grogan, Route 1, Hazel, Mrs.
..
1935 with some 20 members, "to Harold C. Browning, president of started after
Col
teritorial Minnie Adkins, Route 4, Murray,
obtain
to
encourage the appreciation of the Stephen Foster Music Club, failed
Finland.
Byrd
Grogan
from
Roberts,
806
North
music in the community and to or she may be reached by phone ( oncessions
In 1962 U Thant of Burma 8th St., Murray, Chesley David
o)URRAY
perpetuate the name and work of at (502) 344-9545.
7.45 9-45 Plus
was elected secretary general Adams,Route 1, Kirksey, George
Stephen Collins Foster," They
louts Gellman, Jr., 1504 Belmont
The hest approach to coping of the United Nations.
Short Subs
meet once a month and most
Dr., Murray, Tony Scherffius,
with
a
mci-fical
bill
is
a
recently the members, now
NOW OPEN
Starts
Tomorrow
A thought for today: Benjam- Route 7, Murray, Walter Gray
grown to 54, have been preparing straightforward one. The -AmerPuckett
(Expired),
'Experience
Route
3,
said,
VOLUPTUARY
FRI.-SAT.-SUN,
for the open house. About 25 ican Medical Associativn sug- in Franklin
school, but fools Murray, Mrs. Gertie Boyd_ (Con.
musicians of all ages will ac- gests talking about the fee int keeps a dear
(FKA
Divn.—Eitti(red), Lynnville.
Pinocchio)
ffffj
the first Visit'to the thwtiii:
will learn in no other way "

Bible Thought for Today Interns Picked
For Legislature

NEWS SUMMARY

Hospital Report

Music Heralds Christmas
Season In Bardstown, Ky.
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"Back to School"
Night Is Held By
Middle School PTA

Mrs. C. Douglass Grant
Potatoes
Meat Loa/
Celery Spinach
Stewed Tomatoes
Apple Pandowdy
CELERY SPINACH
Celery soup adds great flavor.
2 packages (each 10 ounces)
washed and trimmed fresh
spinach
1 can (101,4 ounces) condensed cream of celery soup,
undiluted
/
1 4 cup light cream
Freshly ground nutmeg to
taste
Wash spinach: turn into a
large saucepot with just the
water dinging to the leaves.
Over moderate heat, turning
with a long-handle fork, briefly
cook spinach until wilted but
still bright green. Drain, press
out liquid and chop coarsely;
return to saucepot. Add remaining ingredients, mix 'well
and heat. Makes 6 servings.

Fashion
Notes

II
onite

WRITTEN BY
JO CRASS

IN

043500fta
ru Sat.
111AU

SUITE
MUM

I hnoolo,

mit*

$"[111
ORROW!

Those fabulous, Incomparable,
man-made
furs continue to make
fashion news...They lead
winter into the picture with
a gentle hand...and emerge
as the greatest of
Imitators.
If you like wearing bras
designed in luscious laces...doesn't it stand to
reason that you'll like
matching panties and slips
as much?... At least, your
friends will.. They ADORE
lingerie as Christmas
gifts.
Ready, get set...GO... in
a jumpsuit of jersey.. the
legs either pleated or
flating...for right this very
minute...and then on into
spring.. Did someone say
gals weren't economical?
There Is no one...but no
one...who can't wear a
tunic...provided Its length
Is proportionate to your
height...they look great
with pants or with a boottop skirt.
Remember, fasion is
vour best SOCIAL security.
F 'are shopping days for
a happier Christmas-Littleton's will be open
Sunday
the Happy Yellow Store
is open till 5:30 Mon.-Sat.-'
till 600 on Fri.

LITTLETON'S
PEN

-SUN

MIRAN%

Wedding Vows Read

The Murray Middle School
PTA met Tuesday evening,
November 23 for their "Back to
School" night.
Parents first assembled in the
iuditorium at 7 o'clock. Rev.
Jerrell White gave the devotion in
which he used the theme
'Youth". He closed with prayer.
Junior Girl Scout Troop No. 65
led the Pledge to the Flag.
Wayne Williams, president,
conducted a short business
meeting in which he announced
to the association the receiving of
the Charter for the Murray
Middle School Parent-Teacher
Association.
The treasurer's
report was given by Mrs W. B.
McCuiston.
R. G. Jeffrey, principal,
welcomed the parents, and then
gave instructions as to how the
various grade groups were to
carry out their schedules.
After the class visitations,
refreshments were served in the
cafeteria.
The next scheduled meeting for
the Association will be in March,
1972.

Fatnilv.„Ilinneard—,

IlAPPY YFLE OW
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MURRAY
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Mr. aria-Mrs. Rulia Perry of Almo announeethe_marriage of
their daughter, nab Perry Dixon of Louisville, to C. Douglass
Grant of Louisville, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Grant of
Yellow Springs, Ohio.
The wedding was solemnized on Saturday, November 27, in
Louisville. After a short wedding trip the couple will reside in
Louisville.
The bride was graduated from Murray State University and is
presently employed by the Louisville City Schools. Mr. Grant
attended Central State College and is sales representative for
General Foods Corporation.

Paris Road Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Thompson
The Paris Road Homemakers
Club held its November meeting
in the home of Mrs. Larue
Thompson on the Old MurrayParis Road with Mrs. Mary Alice
Gee presiding.
Mrs. Lucille Grogan read the
scripture from Psalms 118:1.
The thought for the month was
"at this Thanksgiving time
rather than dwelling on food for
the body, let us think on spiritual
things." Mrs. Nina Nesbitt called
the roll with members answering
with the "best Thanksgiving
remembered."
The craft lesson on "Candle
Making" was presented by Mrs.
Margaret Roach and Mrs. Mary
Alice Gee. Mrs. Roach had made
some unusual and economical
candle holders from tin cans.
Mrs. Carol Smith and Mrs.
Linda Blakely presented the
lesson on "Fondue Cookery".
They made cheese, franks,
biscuits, meat balls, and sauces
and dips which were served as
refreshments.
Plans were made for the
potluck luncheon and exchange of
white elephant gifts at the
Decenikinisysting.
Members present were MUM
Reble Steely, Mesdames Louise
Dunn, Myrtle Madry, Carol
Smith, Virginia Duke, Linda
Blakely, Lucille Hart, Mavis
Gibbs, OLs McIntosh, Eva Curd,
Lucille Grogan, Ina Nesbitt,
Margaret Roach, Mary Alice
Gee, and Larue Thompson. Two
visitors were Mrs. Lydia Sue
Collins and Mrs. Frankie Herndon.

Mrs. Baron Palmer
Hostess For Meet
Of Wadesboro Club

Be wise and befriend
husband's 'buddy'
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband [I'll call him Norm] has
taken an interest in a co-worker. lA buddy-type friendship
he says.) She's divorced and has a child and lots of problems. For some reason, I don't trust her.
Norm says she's a good girl who dates occasionally, but
if she has nothing to do on weekends, she gets bored and
lonely. Anyway, Norm told her she was welcome to drop in
at our house when she wanted company. [So far she hasn't
taken him up on it.1 He even offered to tune up her car and
change her oil.
Last Saturday he suggested that instead of just the two
of us spending the evening alone, we invite this girl over to
play cards with us. When I told him I enjoyed being
alone with him, and didn't particularly want her, lie
became upset.
Abby, I am sorry this girl has problems, but we didn't
cause them, and I don't think it's our place to entertain her.
Also, Norm is not a garage mechanic, and I don't see why
he should be tuning up her car.
Do you think I am being unreasonable?
NORM'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Unreasonable? No. Shortsighted, Yes.
Since your husband has a buddy-type friendship going
with this girl, make her your buddy, too. Why not invite
her over, and ask a single man? iThey may like each
other. I
If you don't trust her, it's better to have her in your
home where you can watch her. You may discover that she's
a good girl who's had a lot of bad luck. Give her a chance.
DEAR ABBY: I read only two things in the newspaper
The obituary column and Dear Abby. And in that order. I
Why on earth did you print that cheap barroom story about
the man pinning $2 to his wife's pillow, and she gave him a
dollar back saying she never charged anybody more than a
dollar?
That story has been around since World War I. Can you
honestly say you didn't know you were being had?
TIM IN WIS.
DEAR TIM: If I had known I was being had, be
wouldn't have had me.
DEAR ABBY: With regard to that minister who was
tempted by other women because his marriage had grown
cold:
Following a family crisis, I took my problems to my
pastor only to find that I left my heart with. him Double
trouble.
I feel there is a real need within the church for women
counselors. It would give the ministers more time to be with
their wives and families, instead of having to devote so
much time to troubled land in some cases, connivingl
NOT TALKING
women
DEAR NOT: Your suggestion makes so mueh sense, I'm
surprised it has never been suggested before. lOr has its1
- -- DEAR ABBY: Your answer trreWISEW NOW.--“Ttever
answer an angry word with an angry word. It's the second
.
one that makes the quarrel"—was just beautiful!
Those words are the answer to many problems. I was so
i pressed with it that I mam embroideiing it on cloth and
shall frame it And every time I look at it I will be glad
f r all the times 1 kept my mouth shut, and no longer will I
feel wishy-washy for not having spoken up Thank you
LARAINE
Sincerely,
What's your problem! You'll feel better If you get it eft
your chest. Write to ABBY. Ito' 49780, IAN Angeles, Cal.
WM For • personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.

Mrs. Baron Palmer opened her
home for the November meeting
of the Wadesboro Homemakers
Club with the president, Mrs.
David Palmer, presiding.
The main lesson on "Fondue
Cookery" was presented by Mrs.
Clarence Culver and Mrs. Clinton
Butchett. They gave several
recipes to use in this type of
cooking.
Mrs. Baron Palmer and Mrs.
David Palmer gave the minor
lesson on "Candlemaking". They
had made several candles and
had them on display' for the group
to see.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess to the ten members
and four visitors who were Mrs.
Larry Franhouser, Mrs. Dennis
Cobb, Mrs. Gary Key, and Mrs.
Barletta Wrather.
will meet for a
The club
Christmas luncheon and white
elephant gift exchange at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord on
Wednesday, December 15, at
eleVeh a.m.

taidoeurA\
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Smith,
Sharpe Street, Murray, had as
their holiday guests their sons
and families, Mr. and Mrs.
James L. Smith and sons, Bob
and Lynn, of Franklin, Tenn.,
and Mr. and Mrs. William Smith
and children, David, Jennie, and
Nancy, of Norman, Oklahoma.
The latter family also visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed West,
Bob
Forrest
was the
Thanksgiving holiday guest of his
parents, and Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylord Forrest, and his brother,
Ted Forrest. He is a sophomore
in the electrical engineering
department at Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn.,
where he has been named to the
ROTC Drill Team.
Huel West of Murray has been
Lourdes
dismissed
from
Hospital, Paducah.
Martha Loris Smith of Kirksey
Route One was dismissed
November 20 from the Community Hospital, Mayfield.

rowidect1

January Wedding Planned

Tuesday, November 38
Benton Williams, Consultant
with the National Student
Ministries Department of the
Baptist Sunday School Board will
speak at the
Memorial Baptist
Church at ten a.m. A sack lunch
will be served at noon with all
churches invited. He will also
speak at seven p.m. at Zion's
Cause Baptist Church.

Orientation meeting for MSU
seniors who plan to enroll in
student teaching for the spring
semester will be held at four p.m.
at the University School
Auditorium.

The Christian Social Concerns
Committee will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the Douglass Community
Center.
The Grace Baptist Church
Baptist Women will meet at the
Mrs. 0. C. Wells will be
church at one p.m.
program leader at the Baptist
Women's meeting at the First The Baptist Women of the
Hazel Baptist Church will meet at
Baptist Church at 9:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Frances
Voice Seminar of Milan Dailey as leader.
Petrovic will be held at the
Wednesday, December 1
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Building,
Murray State Exhibitions of paintings and
University,from 1:30 to 3:30p.m. drawings by Bob Thad, prints
and jewelry by Dortha HenFaculty recital of Miss derson, and paintings and prints
Elizabeth Newnam, mezzo by Ben Mahmoud will be at the
soprano, will be held at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts Arts Building through December
Building, MSU, at eight p.m.
22.

Shop
The Youth
— 504
MAIN

3.ehind

Miss Linda Cochran

—

Bonk

10% DISCOUNT
SALE!!

Mr. and Mrs. Clifton H. Cochran, 1310 Farris Avenue, Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter, Linda, to Richard Alexander Hodge, son of
Mr.and Mrs. George A. Hodge, 1616 Ryan Avenue,Murray.
The bride-elect was graduated from Murray High School
in the class of 1971 and is now employed at the Bank of
Murray.
Mn. Hodge graduated from Murray High School in the
class of
1967 and attended Murray State University where he
was a
member of Alpha Tau Omega fratrnity. He is presently employed at Fenton & Hodge.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, January 14, at the
home of the bride's parents.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Pe.

on Dresses and Sport Jackson
See Us For ...
* SLEEP WEAR
* GIFT ITEMS
We Gift Wrap Free
Register for the s /00
to be Given Away
the week before
Christmas!

Pb.... /53-1111 fbr 753-411▪ 47

Peoples Bank
SHOP AT HOME
it's a sign of Confidence and helps
build opportunity in Murray.

Make the right
turn for
your community
What you do determines
what we do. If you shop
at home you guarantee
community growth
and prosperity.
If you discount our
community and shop
out-of-town our community
loses its value. If a store
closes or a member of our
business community quits
and moves out of town,
we should ask ourselves,
"Did he lose his business
because he lost ours?"
Show hometown loyalty.
Do a right turn for the
people who support you._
Shop est. home.

Michael Dodson Ward Of 1808
College Farm Road, Murray was
dismissed November 23 from the
Thmmunity Hospital, Mayfield.

Holiday relish

COMMUNICATE CONIBIDENCS, SHOP AT HOME
-

Start with one cup of
Juicy chunks of sweet pick
led watermelon rind and
its sirup (about a 10-ounce
jar Pour this into a, larger
container with a cover, add
one half cup large pieces or
halves of walnuts, one-half
cup canned pineapple
chunks and powdered gin
ger to taste Stir and blend.
cover and refigerate until
cholled Serve as an accompaniment to any meat or
poultry.

-

The Exit-am-dinar) Ralik

PEOPLES

BANK
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HOLY BIBLES GIVEN AWAY
Winners: You may receive
your Bibles by appearing
in person at the business whose
advertisement carries

11. previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE 131 identified
verses, you must enclose a statement of 25 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

your name

this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
, Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.
Entries

Holy Bible

for

The name of each winner will be_printed below

If the advertisements app ring ern tik
page. next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT.

Entries must specify the name of the firm
sponsoring each of the three verses submitted. -

ENTER NOW!
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STOKES TRACTOR

800 Chestnut St
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Call 753-8850

CORVETTE LANES
II Lanes
Mike Stran•lt, Mgr
11:60•11 00 Daily

12:30 11 00 Sunday

Industrial Avenue
Phone 753-1319

JAN IS SIMS

DEBRA CHERRY
Route 3 Box 165
Murray, Kentucky

304 E Main St
TIMOTHY COOKSEY
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MYRTLE DUNCAN
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MELINDA CUNNINGHAM
1709 College Farm Rd
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On the spot 7 year financing
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His new authority also gives
Kennedy the right to set the
date and time of all games,
including playoff games, and he
can fine any club up to 625,000
for forfeiture of games or
refusal to play a scheduled
contest.
RO*ch
for

KING
EDWARD

Y HOME
STORE

Also, when a situation arises
which is not covered in the
constifition and by-laws the
commissioner has the authority
to make any decision he feels is
in the best interests of the
NBA.
He can also fine, suspend or
expel any person who makes a

of.•
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SHOTGUN SHELLS
ELECTRICAEATERS
TIMEX WATCHES
QUEEN KNIVES
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OFF on

10%

Murray, Ky.
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Close Out On All
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WINCHESTER

Winchester

Model 1400, Vent

Winchester_

1400 Plain Barrel
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Req.

SHOTGUNS
i i_i993_5

No-stick cooking!
o-scour cleanup!

TEFLON It

MIRROMATIC

EPAetycir,
F P

Miracle of modern
cookware) Scratch resistant TEFLON II
coating permits use
of metal kitchen
tools.
Detachable heat
control. 11 xt 1 )42%. ".
Full four quart
capacity. Even heating alLminum.

Reg.
18.99

$ 1 3450

of/
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3
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Baltimore
0 727 ;
season play tonight with three
By MIKE BRANDON
4 7 0 364
NY Jets
games on tap.
4 7 0 .364
New England
Concord, who% undefeated in
Buffalo
1 10 0 .91 County grade school basketball
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
league outfielder Ed Armbris- well, and he said the addition of
teams conclude their regular the county race and 10-1 overall,
Central
UPI Sports Editor
travels to Faxon. Almo journeys
ter.
Duffy swung it for San
W. L. T. Pct. ,
PHOENIX, Ariz. (UPII—The
Hazel while Kirksey is at Lynn
to
Howsam Needed Speed
Francisco. The Giants' original
Cleveland
6
smoke from the barrage of "May and Helms were well offer was a
Grove.
° 455
5 0
simple Perry-forthrough
three
defenders
5
into
Pittsburgh
By STANLEY M. BROWN
trades that rocked the early suited to Crosley Field, our old McDowell swap:
The Indians
Kirksey and Hazel are in a
4 70.364
MIAMI (UPI) —Bob Griese, the end zone from two yards Cincinnati
sessions of baseball's winter ball
park," said
General insisted they had to have an
out. Csonka kept this 76-yard Houston
deadlock
for second place in the
1
Larry
YeGaro
Csonka
and
meetings lifted today and Manager Bob Howsam of the infielder, too.
9 1 '1°°
When the tribe
county standings with each team
West
premian, the American Foot- drive rolling with runs of 16
disclosed — surprise—six teams Reds. We needed to adjust to learned Duffy
could be had, ball Conference's leading and 12 yards and a 17-yard pass
W. L
having won six and losing three.
who figured they had come Riverfront Stadium, our new they
asked for him.
reception.
Oakland
7
2
will meet an improved
Kirksey
2
.778
passer,
scorer,
and
rusher
away winners.
home. We needed speed, and
The request surprised the
7 3 1 .700
Lynn Grove ballclub that battled
combined their talents with a The former Syracuse All- Kansas City
Big name players like Morgan and Geronimo give it Giants, who didn't
rate the 25- tough
4 7 0.364
Kirksey to within eight points
defense Monday night to American scored his second San Diego
Sudden Sam McDowell, Gay- to us. Menke will play third and year-old Duffy, a .184 hitter
this power the
touchdown on a 10-yard swing Denver
NEW YORK (UPI) —It three weeks ago at Kirksey.
3
7
1
.300
Dolphins
to
Miami
a
lord Perry, Lee May and Ken free Tony Perez to return to year, that highly. Quickly
they 34-3 win
pass from Griese with 10:15 left
appears that 35-year old Wilt If Lynn Grove can knock off the
over the Chicago
Holtzrnan were involved in the first, his natural position."
National Conference
added Duffy to the offer, and
in the third period. This score
Chamberlain of the Los Angeles Eagles and Hazel defeats Almo,
Bears.
opening swaps, and indications McDowell, a 20-game winner the deal was made.
East
was set up when Jake Scott
Lakers isn't yet ready to turn then the Lions of Hazel will claim
Griese
touchdown
threw
were that several more deals for Cleveland in 1970 who
W. L. T. Pea. over the National Basketball
In Perry, the Giants give up
intercepted
a
Douglass
pass
at
second place. If both the Eagles
were ready to pop in the dropped to 13 wins this year as a workhorse righthander who passes of 10 yards to Csonka
Dallas
8 30.727 Association's individual honors
Miami's 42.
and Lions win then there will be a
meetings which continue this he feuded with tribe brass over won 16 games. Fox pointed out and six yards to tight end Mary
Washington
7 7 1 .700 to 24-year old Kareem Jabbar tie for
Yepremian, the Cypriot socsecond place.
Fleming
the
before
left
he
week.
4 7 0 .364 of the Milwaukee Bucks.
his contract provisions, dis- that Perry is 33, McDowell, 29,
cer-style kicker who was the St. Louis
Here's how the opening closed that he had "a gent- "so the age factor was in our game in the final period after
NY
Giants
4
70.364
Cunningham of New
Steve
hero of Miami's key 17-14 win
Jabbar's 32.3 point-per-game
airmishes came out, in the leman's agreement with the favor." Fox also noted that in taking a painful shot on his left over Baltimore
Philadelphia
3 71.300 average gives him
Concord
still leading the county
is
Nov.
21,
maina
wide lead
opinion of the teams involved: Indians that I would be traded 1961 as a Giant scout he nearly shoulder from Chicago lineCentral
scoring race with a 25 point per
tained
current
in
the
his
NBA
conference
scoring
scoring
backer
Ron Smith,
' "We badly needed a lefthand- this winter."
W. L. T. Pct. race but the 7-foot, 1-inch, 275- game average. Kirksey's
signed
McDowell, then
a
George Mira, Griese's back- lead by booting field goals of 43 Minnesota
ed starting pitcher, who can
9 2 0 .818 pound Chamberlain tops the Tommy Futrell is in hot pursuit
Paul
admitted
that the Pittsburgh high school whiz,
and
35
yards
in
the
first and
strike somebody out, and we Indians had been sounded out "but we already had two bonus up, kept Miami's momentum second
Detroit
7 3 1 .700 Milwaukee ace in two other with a 22 plus average.
periods.
alive by capping a 70-yard
got him," says Charley Fox, by many teams about McDo- pitchers."
Chicago
6 5 0 .545 important departments.
Griese's
six-yard
touchdown
Next Monday night action will
drive with a 13-yard touchdown
manager of the San Francisco
3 7 1 .31)0 Chamberlain is the league
pass to Fleming came with Green Bay
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get
pass
to
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Stowe
rookie
Otto
Giants, who obtained fireballer
-13:36 left in the second period.
leader in field goal percentage High School for the grade school
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5:15
left
in
the
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McDowell from the Cleveland
with a .602 mark and also is conference tournament crown,
T.P ct.
The win was Miami's eighth Chicago running back Cyril
Indians in exchange for Perry
Francisco
7 4 0 .636 'tops in rebounds with an Pairings will be released later in
In a row and gives it the best Finder set up this ts-_-&-=
and firebstfier flicf)owell -from
6 4 1 .600 average of 20.5 per game. the week.
record in pro football and a when he fumbled a handoff on Los Angeles
the Cleveland Indians in exMiami's
40
and
defensive
end
5 5 1 .500 Jabbar, formerly known as Lew
Atlanta
game and a half lead in the
change for Perry and reserve
4 5 2 .4441 Aicindor, ranks second in both
AFC's Eastern Division with a Bill Stanfill recovered for the New Orleans
infielder Frank Duffy.
departments. He has a .592 JlJRGENSEN INJURED
Dolphins.
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Results
9-1-1
mark.
Key Man Duffy
field
goal percentage and a 17.2
Chicago
3
Miami
34
The Bears fell two games NETS SIGN BAUM
WASHINGTON (UPI) -"Duffy was the key man for
per game rebound average.
behind the Minnesota Vikings in NEW YORK (UPI) —John (Only game scheduled)
Sonny Jurgensen, 37-year old
us—we think he's a helluva
Love
of
Chicago
Bob
ranks
Saturday's Games
theltFC's Central Division with
quarterback of the Washington.
6-Rict,- 22rfidulicTEaPtain
player - and (manager) Ken
second to Jabbar in scoring
a 6-5 record.
of the Temple team which won NY Jets at Dallas
Redskins, suffered a bruised
Aspromonte says he'll be our
with
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average
followed
by
scheduled)
game
(Only
The Bears were dominated by the
left shoulder Sunday when he
National
InvitatioreN
shortstop," says
General NEW YORK (UPI)
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Goodrich
of
Les
Angeles
at
—Walter wager on the outcome of any Miami's defense and saved Tournament in
1969, was signed
Manager Gabe Paul of Cleve- Kennedy
25.3 and Bob Lanier of Detroit was injured during the Redonce said that he game played by a team in the themselves a shutout with 4:36
Sunday's Games
Monday by the New York Nets
skins' 20-13 victory over the
land ,
at 24.8.
ould rule the National Basket- NBA. The persons charged in left in the third period
when of the American Basketball Buffalo at Baltimore
"We needed pitching insur- 11 Association
Houston's Calvin Murphy Philadelphia Eagles.
with "an iron this instance will have a Mac Percival booted a 15-yard
Chicago at Denver
Association.
Once and we got it in ist," and
holds a
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over Dr. P. M. Palumbo, Redskin
he has finally hearing by the commissioner, field goal.
Cincinnati at Cleveland
oltzman," said Manager Dick
Baltimore's
GOLF
Mann in free team physician, said Jurgensen
Jack
MATCH
ON
ived the authority to carry but Kennedy's ultimate decision
TV
Green Bay at St. Louis
Quarterback Bobby Douglass,
Williams of Oakland, which
throw percentage at .891 to .888 suffered no reinjury to the
that promise.
will be final and conclusive.
who completed only 9 of 27 LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. Miami at New England
obtained lefthanded Ken from
and Seattle's Lenny Wilkens fracture which has sidelined
In an unprecedented move "By bestowing full authority passes for 111 yards and three (UPI) —The final rounds of the Minnesota at San Diego
the Chicago Cubs for outfielder
leads in assists with an average him for most of the National
the NBA's board of governors, on Walter Kennedy we will interceptions, drove the Bears $150,000 Walt Disney World N•w Orleans at Los Angeles
Rick Monday." With Blue Moon
of 8.6 a game,
Football League season.
consisting of the presidents eliminate arbitration," said Abe to Miami's eight-yard line Open Golf Championship will be yy Giants at Washington
Odom uncertain and Chuck from
the 17 NBA clubs, has Pollin, chairman of the NBA's before three consecutive Dol- televised on a special nation- Oakland at Atlanta
Dobson going in the hospital for bestowed
complete governing advisory committee and presi- phin blitzes forced Chicago to wide network, Dec. 4-5.
Phildelphia at Detroit
kurgery Dec. 17, we had power on
Arnold Palmer, Jack Nick- Pittsburgh at Houston
Commissioner Ken- dent of the Baltimore Bullets. go for the field
goal.
physical problems in
our nedy, making him the closest
"No longer can a player go to Csonka, who gained 104 yards laus, Lee Trevino, Billy Casper, (Only games scheduled)
pitching."
Charles Coody and others
thing to a czar in the world of his owners and file a complaint. in 16 carries, scored
Phone 733-127X
Monday's Games
Miami's
"With this artificial turf in so professional
sports in America. The commissioner has complete first touchdown with 5:01 left in among the.top 150 touring pros Kansas City at San Fran (site)
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many parks, you have to have
Kennedy's new authority and total authority."
We Have It—We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Rad
the first period when he blasted are competing in the tour- (Only game scheduled)
a centerfielder who can cut off
nament.
gives him the power to act as
the ball, and we got one in
the complete judge in any
Monday," said Cubs Manager
dispute involving two or more
Lee Durocher." The sunuvagun
NBA clubs and it gives him the
can really fly. He'll help us
right to levy fines as high as
pffensively and defensively and
$250,000 one any club for
"
he'll be my leadoff batter."
tampering with a player under
"May gives us power to go
contract to another club in the
with Jimmy Wynn and with
NBA.
Tommy Helms at second base
Moreover, the commissioner's
to team with Roger Metzger at
decisions cannot be appealed in
ishort, we may lead the league
either of the above two
in double plays," says General
Instances.
Manager Spec Richardson of
Kennedy can also impose a
tihe Houston Astros, who got
fine not exceeding $25,000 on
Main
May, Helms
and
reserve any person who
in his opinion
outfielder Jimmy Stewart from
has been guilty of conduct
Cincinnati for infielders Dennis
prejudicial or detrimental to
Menke and Joe Morgan, outall
the NBA. He can also suspend
fielder Cesar Geronirno, pitcher
a player for the same reason,
Jack Billingham, and minor
and either the fine or the
suspension or both can only be
overruled by a two-thirds vote
all
of the league's board of
governors.

5
kluARAy

St

I EDGER & TIMES

TO OUR
/
ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION!
* Register for 4 Great Prizes

Winchester
Winchester

$ 1 1 99$
Model 1200, Plain Barrel
$9995

MARY CARTER - INSIDE LATEX

* Pirates Under 6 Free Catfish Pirates 6-12 50' token charge

At Contracted Wholesale Prices

.,
aptatitti

KttfhLIl

"Home of All You Can Eat"'
Highway 641 N Murray, Ky.

GUN RACK
Walnut I Pr. 2.95
ALL
GOODYEAR TIRES

$ 1 1 995

Model 1200, Vent. Rib

* Free Pirate Hats for All Children

Please Come and Help Us Celebrate
Two Years of Serving Seafood Lovers

Reg. '154.95

2 gallons
WENZEL

IEAUTO

SLEEPING BAGS sc
3 x15
Al'

WHOLESALE PRICES

5•00s

Was 18.95

96

TTEEARR
oltBD
OO AY
12 VG
cars '1 5.95 ea
most
fit
to

Retail $
COMPACT CANISTER WANE

s4995

Kurt, ,egulater' • Attachrnent,
3 tool carrier on back • Slide t
Double action rug & floor tie,M, crtlice tool, dusting brush, -Up,
,, ,nds
1
A105
•' 1 tr",
tiose
holstery & fah,r, Ilf1/1,
Wet

(Example) 8.55x14 Goodyear Mud &
Snow -Black tax up

24.50

Complete 8-Piece Traditional Revereware
Copper clad bottom,
Reg.
29.26
145 75
• Stainless steel
GOODYEAR CHRISTMAS RECORD '1.00
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Nebraska Still On Top With 32 1st Place Votes

By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
Notre Dame dropped a couple PHOENIX (UPI) —Roberto
spot, Ltie Bulldogs
for the Nu
dropping a notch to eighth. of notches to 16th as did North Clemente had made up his
Arizona State and LSU complet- Carolina at No. 17 and the top mind. There might never again
20 was completed by Iowa State be a better time. He had made
ed the top ten.
Texas, which wrapped up the (llith), Florida State (19th) and up his mind to quit.
-If we win today, I'm
Southwest Conference cham- Washington (20th).
pionship and a berth in the With one week to go in the announcing my retirement after
Cotton Bowl opposite Penn coaches ratings, only four top the game," he said.
State by defeating Texas A&M 20 teams will be in action this He said it to Howie Haak,
34-14, made the biggest advance week. In addition to the Pittsburgh's exceptionally fine
of the week, moving up from a nationally televised Penn State- special assignment scout and a
match,
Nebraska close friend of 17 years'
Tennssee
tie for 18th to No. 11
The Longhorns were followed travels to Hawaii, and Ok- standings. Clemente said that
by Tennessee, which plays lahoma meets Oklahoma State. to Haak shortly before the final
Penn State this Saturday. After The Nebraska-Hawaii game, contest of last month's World
that, it was unbeaten Toledo being the 12th this season for Series with Baltimore.
(13th), Houston (14th) and the Cornhuskers, is not recog- It would have been the
perfect spot for Clemente to
Pacific Eight champion Stan- nized by the NCAA.
quit.
ford (15th).
Going out on Top
Everybody likes to go out on
Lop but relatively few men ever

triumph over Auburn Saturday
8) BILL NIADDEN
to wrap up the Southeastern
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI) —Nebras- Conference crown.
with just the
ka settled the issue of Who's Oklahoma,
marring its
loss
Nebraska
Alabama
Oklahoma,
No. 1 with
settled its Southeastern Confer- record, managed to stay ahead
and
unbeatend Michigan
ence score with Auburn and of
Ten
Big
The
State.
Penn
the
of
story
the
therein lies
up
latest United Press Internation- champion Wolverines moved
al Board of Coaches Major from fifth to fourth this week
College Football Ratings.
Lambert Trophy
The top-ranked Cornhuskers, and the
who outlasted'last week's No. 2 winner Penn State improved
Oklahoma 35-31 on Thanksgiv- from sixth to fifth.
ing Day, received 32 first place Auburn, which has its Sugar
votes from the 34 coaches Bowl matchup with Oklahoma
participating in the 12th week to look forwward to, fell from
of balloting today and outpoint- fourth to sixth in the wake of
338-306. The the Alabama loss.
Alabama
ed
Crimson Tide, which jumped In the only other -hange
past the Sooners for the No. involving the top 10 teams,
2spot, scored an impressive 31-7 Colorado swept past Georgia

Ole Ky. Smoke House

Doesn't Surprise Eastern Coach
Being Put In Favorite's Role

RICHMOND, Ky.—With four have outstanding seasons.
starters returning, Eastern "Charlie plays like he is 6-6 or
1 Kentucky University head 6-7 because of his excellent
'basketball coach Guy Strong was jumping ability, but still mainnot surprised when he learned tains his quickness," Strong said.
that his Colonels had been picked "And we believe Daryl has
to cop the Ohio Valley Conference improved his scoring ability. So
crown.
we are expecting big years out of
"We will probably be one of the these two forwards."
,most experienced teams in the
Dan Argabright, a 6-10 junior
'league this seaste with four center from Anderson, WA-.
' WV
,
'starters back. Even though we expected to open the season in
most the pivot but had an accident two
have been picked in
publications to either win or ; weeks ago. He broke the little toe
,finish second, we are going to on his left foot and has not
have our work cut out for us," responded well to treatment. He
Strong said.
has been held to light action since
Strong was talking about the the mishap.
league being more balanced this
Two sophomore forwards,
season than it has been in the 1 Robert Brooks of Richmond and
past Sporting sophomore-laden Rick Stansel from Dayton, Ohio,
teams, Morehead and Murray
USL head coach Beryl Shipley
State, along with Western has all five starters returning,
Kentucky, Tennessee Tech and paced by the leading scorer in
Austin Peay, seem to be given college division play last season,
6-0 junior guard Dwight Lamar
good shots at the title, also.
In addition to the tough OVC who averaged 36.0 points per
schedule, Strong has carded game.
lb
With competition of this nature
rugged nonsome very
conference competition. After an game after game, the Colonels
opening game with Southwestern should be ready to take on their
Louisiana at home Dec. 1, the 14-game OVC slate, beginning
Derined
lb
Colonels go on the road to face Jan. 15 with Austin Peay.
Florida State and St. Francis are being counted on heavily by
lb
Rind Ox
(Pa.) before returning home to Strong.
play the University of Dayton, "Both Robert and Rick have
Dec. 13.
been most impressive in recent
During the Christmas holidays, practice sessions and we feel like
City,
Oklahoma
EKU travels to
both these players are somin4
Okla., for the All-College Tour- around like we thought they
nament, Dec. 27-30. The Colonels would," Strong said. "It wou1dn't1
face Texas Tech Univeraity.,in
surprise me to see Stiem playing
opening round ot-the 'tourne% as much as any of our other
Jacksonville University, one of people inside."
the top teams in the South, and
The rough schedule at the early
the University of Santa Clara
part of. the season is going to
comprise the other teams in the make it rough for Strong to take a
Wrapped 65`lb. Colonels' bracket.
look at some of his younger
'This December schedule we players.
hav -, is certainly the most "We like to see all our players
Cut & Wrapped
challenging one since we've been in the early part of the year
at Eastern , ''Strong said. before we get into the OVC
"We're going to find out real schedule, but with some of the
teams we have to go up against,
early just how good we are."
George Bryant and Billy this is going to be very difficult,"
lb Burton will be teaming with each Strong said.
at guard in an Eastern When the Colonels open their
lb. other
uniform for the fourth straight 24-game schedule next Wedseason. Bryant, a 6-0, 180-pound nesday at Alumni Coliseum
lb senior from Burnside, is the against the University of Southoffensive threat 1 24.7 average western Louisiana, they will be
lb last season, while Burton, a 6-3, facing the team that took third
No Color Added
I85-pound senior from Louisville, place in the NCAA College
is the tough, scrappy defensive Division Tournament this past
winter.
standout.
''THE ABOVE PRICES ARE OUR REGULAR PRICES
-These two (Bryant and
—WE PUT ON NO SPECIALS!
Burton are as an exciting pair of
MID-AIR CRASHES
guards to watch as any in the
The risk of mid-air collisions
WE USE NO TENDERIZING AGENTS—WE GET
state of Kentucky," Strong said. will be reduced dramaticall
At forwards, Daryl Dunagan during the seventies througt,
TENDERNESS BY SLAUGHTERING YOUNG, FAT and
Charlie Mitchell, have the use of communications
returned and are expected to satellites for air traffic control
ANIMALS!

WE CUSTOM KILL AND SCALD HOGS

We're the only ones in this area
equipped to kill, process and country
fis
cure pork.
We Can Smoke Your Country Hams,
Bacon and Jowl
We Also Kill and Process BEEF

We Carry a Full Line of
FRESH BEEF AND PORK
'1.00 lb
• COUNTRY HAMS
• WHOLE SIDES OF BACON ----45'
•SLICED BACON
60
50'

L.• COUNTRY STYLE BACK BONE-- 501 1b
11.10
•TENDERLOIN
• NECK BONES
10'ib
• COUNTRY STYLE BULK SAUSAGE 60`lb
•BEEF BY THE SIDE

The

batsun 510.

-99'
89'
89'
61'

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN
So. 12th Street

*

Phone 1537114

Open Evenings Til 8:00 *
cet

ere cl!ii lu littrettrett tt11- 14.111trttil IN( toter* In) lel Ill' ett

tif IN)

t

110

teetttiwel

CRASS FURNITURE, Inc.
Storewide Holiday Sate

4. Recliners
C
REDUCED

to
'20

Broyhill

ENTIRE STOCK
REDUCED

HARD
ROCK MAPLE

Minimum

5%

•_;g
.g

Dining Room
REDUCED
Suite,
,c
.00 teretetteite.ereuer.etteete
tf)
c

,

1 1.20lb

4 TY Pr 1“,1 ft Prfot IN IN) teetteottott
0
:4P
::41>
.0
44
;0

e
,e

So does this cm.
An economy sedan.,

70`1b.

• T-BONES
• SIRLOINS
• CLUB STEAKS
• ROUND STEAK-• GROUND BEEF.

.to

The most expensive sedan
in the wor14 has disc brakes,
an Overhead cam engine
and independent
rear suspension.

Cut &

• HINDQUARTERS

3*
w
I*
'.4r*
e

FRA

are able to. Roberto Clemente told Haak, "but when I came those 13 picked, Clemente,
would've been able to after his off the field I saw my wife chosen by the Pirates for $4,000
home run started the Pirates on standing near the dugout. She in the 1954 draft off the
their way to a 2-1 win over the was crying Crying for hap- Montreal club then operated by
Orioles in the Series finale.
piness. When I spoke with her the Dodgers, is far and away
His .414 batting average led she told me she didn't want me the best draft ever made in
all the hitters in the Series and to do it. That's all. So I said all baseball history.
when it was over he was named right now I'm gonna try to keep
GRICH NAMED
the outstanding performer on playing a few more years."
both sides.
Which merely proves the NEW YORK (UPI) —Robb)
More than that he now had hand that rocks the cradle often Grich of the Rochester Red
been on two World Series also controls the destiny of Wings, the International Leawinners and 14 All-Star teams superstars and right-handed gue's 1971 batting champion.
was named Monday as the
as well as having been named opposite field hitters.
the National League's MVP
Haak was telling the story in "Top Minor League Player uf
once. At 37 what was there one of the huge rooms here at the Year."
really left?
the baseball meetings. He was
didn't telling it Monday a few minutes Grish led the International
you
come
"How
announce it?" Haak asked after the major leaguers ended League's shortstops in fielding
Clemente the other day when their draft in which 13 players and also led the circuit with 32
he saw him in Rio Piedras, were selected.
homers, 124 runs scored and 229
Puerto Rico.
Needless to say there were no total bases. His league-leading
Wife Called Turn
among average was .332.
Clemente's
Roberto
"I was going to," Clemente

,

Benton, Ky.

708 Main Street

Hur

{Clemente's Wife Keeps Him From Retirement

UPI Rotings

pedic

REDUCED

BEDDING

$

REDUCED

$60

.

0
$ 10

1 10

Sofas

Ortho-

e

t Pt tett cemeer to rite eta te

per set

littlittflrerto

tIftcet

1 00
to
$150:

tet 110

t
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spring up just in time for
Christmas are the street-corner
and back-alley peddlers. Besides
pockets.
that many times the merchandise
Robert
L.
Caummisar, is not shipped in time for the strong possibility that the
executive director of the con- Christmas,leaving the consumer merchandise is stolen, making
the buyer an accomplice to
sumer commission, has asked holding the bag.
shoppers to restrict their buying Sewing machines and stereos crime,there is the possibility that
to reputable stores, the ones that are the major products sold the expensive brand name
will be around after Dec. 25. He through mass mailing programs, French perfume will turn out to
says fly-by-night operators have he noted. Customers have lost be mislabeled water or the
been known to open stores shortly down payments and lay-away 'diamond' bought will prove to be
after Thanksgiving and close on deposits when the dealer skips a cheap imitation, Caummisar
said.
Christmas Eve.
town. In other cases, consumers
These same operators often have been stuck with overpriced
cover the market with a mass inferior products with
Oregon drivers drove more
no
mailing program promising free recourse against the disap- than 12.6 million vehicle miles
gifts and great savings on pearing seller.
in 1969, says the National
merchandise. Caummisar said
Even worse than the stores that Automobile Club.

Hurried Shopping May Bring Problems Ky. Official Warns
FRANKFORT,

Ky.—As the Each season, fraudulent or
Christmas season draws closer, deceptive schemes are employed
shoppers hurriedly select articles by some unestablished business
for family and friends that will firms run by fly-by-night
delight each person.
Operators.
But haste in making such Charitable organizations
decisions may result in unhap- receive millions of dollars each
piness for the recipient or year through generosity and good
purchaser ) of the gift.
will. The good works performed
The Kentucky Citizens Com- by special charities like the
mission on Consumer Protection Salvation Army, Volunteers of
has listed several suggestions to America or the March of Dimes
save money and help avoid cannot be overestimated. Yet
marring the joyful season with there are those unscrupulous few
unpleasant experiences before who capitalim on the season's
and after the festive day.
spirit of giving to line their own

the International
rtstops in fielding
the circuit with 32
tins scored and 229
His league-leading
.332.
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Boots may cause phlebitis
practice since last winter.
Writing in the current
issue of the Journal of the
American Medical Assn
Dr F'aul It. Steel tells of
women patients aged from
15 to 50, complaining of leg
troubles.

CLEVELAND: Women
who wear high, tightly
laced boots are running the
risk of phlebitis, a disease
of the blood vessels of the
lower leg
And the risk may be
greater for younger women
who are taking the pill, or
older women who have
borne children.
An Atlantic City pthysican reports on an increase
in leg complaints in his

At first he had trouble
diagnosing the cause. The
wornen's legs were red, the
tissues hard. tender, inflamed, and the veins stuck
out.

It was soon obvious that
the common denominator
in all the cases was that the
women were wearing boots
that were laced too tightly
at the top.
Rest, soaking the legs,
keeping them elevated and
the use of anti-inflammatocontrolled
medication
ry
the problem, provided the
women gave up the na bit
of wearing the offending
boots.

IT'S "WIGGINS FURNITURE"
BIG "HO HO" SANTA SALE
Gentleman,
have a Free
Cup of Coffee
while the
Lady shopsir

Do All Your Christmas Shopping
2/
1
2 Miles North of Murray
On
Bent
on
Road
FREE
Win

irk

World's Largest

Toy Filled
Christmas Stocking!

i

Colossal Christmas
Stocking is
filled to the
brim with exciting toys
for girls and boys!

FREE DELIVERY * El TERMS

50 ROLLS
OF ARMSTRONG

/ each
BIG SELECTION OF BERKLINE

ROCKALOUNGER

Perfects— to be Sold— Including Box Spring &
Mattress
For Only
Only

$219

19995

STEP TABLES

While They Last! $ 1 750

BEDROOM
SUITE

CUSHION
FLOR
pe' sq. Yard

%ors0

SOLID MAPLE
PTa
To°0

3-PIECE SPANISH
PECAN

995
0n1Y

$1

COLLINS RECLINERS
$5995
2-PIECE VINYL

SOFA & CHAIR

We Have Over 130 To Choose From

Several Colors $9

Children Up To 12 Years of Age
May Register!

LIVING ROOM SUITES
ALL REDUCED!
* BIG SANTA SPECIAL *

ritteel

ENTRY BLANK
THE WINNER WILL RECEIVE THE

WORLD'S LARGEST

SOUTHER LANDS CARBEAN

WITH 314 COIL

BOX SPRING
MATTRESS

6/ANT TOY-A/LIED *

(.111tISIMItS STOCKING
NO PURCHASE IS REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE!
JUST FILL OUT COUPON BELOW WITH YOUR
NAME. ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER
THEN
DEPOSIT COUPON IN THE TREASURE BOX
Name

45,

Phone
• yo.••••ov•• ?awed

•esur•t0.1

iD

411

This Sale

$9995

Only

BIG SELECTION OF . . .

LAMPS

PICTURES

MIRRORS

Come Out . . . Brouse Through Our Lamp Gallery!

C.nab.b.dOd by law

BEDROOM SUITE
YOU MUST SEE THIS SUITE!

SALE
PRICE .

Regular '599.95

49995

FOR A BETTER BUY IN FURNITURE - HOTPOINT APPLIANCES OR
FLOOR COVERING . . . CONTACT MR. OR MRS. ROBERT WIGGINS or JO MILLER
753-4566

50/

tett?"

Reg. '159.95

5-Piece Beautiful "Wormie" Rock Maple

Address
City

/0

95

Phone

WiGGINS FURNITURE

Hwy. 641 N.
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RCA--NO. 1 IN COLOR TV SALES FOR 17 STRAIGHT YEARS
AccuColor" quality,
Early American
cabinet beauty

RCA Color Portabie
first class viewing
at tourist rates

Was 5549.95
NOW
Color TV with
compact portabie
design and
generous screer
size Great color
performance

Vivid, lifelike color
viewing in a compact
console. at. compact
price. AccuTint for
pleasing flesh tones and
A.F.T. for fiddle-free
tuning convenience.

Early American styling
and famed AccuColor
performance. A.F.T. and
AccuTint for fiddle-free
tuning.

Big-Screen RCA
console with a bold
RCA console TV
with the bold

contemporary look

compe
Generous sot,
size Instant Pic

RCA Automatic
Portable Phono
—low,low price

Ear: y American
styling plus
top performance

Spanish flavor

Clean lines
quality
performanct20,000-volt
chassis (design
average).

Hey sound tar.
Value -priced
RCA modo,a
stereo

Tape it on this
value-priced RCA
cassette recorder

RCA s low priced automatic
-mono portable
Record -protecting
Feather Action

4-piece modular
stereo phono plus
FM-AM-FM Stereo radio.
Built for dynamic
separation.

P
In,

RCA's lowest
priced cassette
recorder/player
Great sound fun—
RCA's low-priced
Portable Stereo

Easy to buy
Operates on foci,
-C.' batteries
Mike, earphone
batteries and
cassette included

Handy stereo
sound Twin 6" oval
speakers Feather
Action tone arm
with diamond
stylus

Four
sound system.
Studiomatic
4-speed changer.
Luxury-feature
FM-AM-FM
Stereo radio.
Stereo by RCA—
quality in sound
and styling

RCA Cassette
Tape Recorder
—FM-AM Radio
AC/battery unit
records onto tape
fur I nstant replay

the s.row Nolo VQP55, NAM.Same Pte.*

Portable Stereo
With a Fine
Luggage Look

Leather-grain vinylcovered cabinet Two
4' duo-cone speakers

D

Remarxaoie stereo
value with
six-speaker sound
Studiomatic
changer, deluxe
FM-AM -FM
Stereo radio
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BANKAMERICARD

master cnarge,
THE ;NH T,HATTTC CARD.-

G
ALORE!

FOR PRACTICAL GIFTS

WItt•%T;lifie* FREE GIFT WRAPPING *

tl/A

Be Practical and Be Pleasing. .

CLOCK RADIO
1 50

1
INTER COATS
34
s24 s2-9
Regular '34.99

Regular WA

299 499

Low priced GE Clock Radio with
packet features.
wide C 1400
400
Wakes you to MUSK, automatically
Big, easy-to-read clockface
Saves space on nig,ht table - just 8"
Easy-to-clean polystyrene cabinet with fully molded back

Now is the time to select a winter coat. EVERY COAT IN EACH
GROUP NOW BELOW REGULAR LOW PRICE

PANTY HOSE

emll •

CANITRECE
NYLON NOSE
3 PAIRS
BOX. $2.95

Gide Nylon Stretch

TIGHTS
$1

MIRRO

Permanent Press
Boxer Shorts

ODEL M-0404-37

MIRRO-MATIC 7 Speed-cooks
economical metes to juicy
tenderness in one-third time.
Pressure cooker control
automatically regulates pressure at

99c

el%

GIFT ROBES

41.01

Portable Mixer
Ei•CtOr

SWEATERS

• Hong on Wall or Stand on
Heel Rest

699

FABRIC

I,4
4,
'
40\
••

4;

DOUBLE
KNITS3

\o
COMZ

399

299

Match''

Pillow Cases

Knee Hi Sox
2 pr 1"

229

S111311 C to

pr.

I .ire I

I.

All Famous Pepperell Quality

5 O and $4

$10
The Heavyweight warm
wool-Rayon blend Shirt

Unlined CPO Shirts

Fancies, stripe,

Jacquards, Deering-Mil
liken quality
54 to 60 ins wide R eg

'
4
OS•

L YD.
1

49

99

Signature Prints and Ultra
Blends Perma Press
RilYnn-CcUton blend
.olid colors and favorite
prints %ashes easily. •
1 11,

yd.

yd.

80 Square Percal Prints

1.59
R" ea.

3

MEN'S LINES

499

Fall

We

Reg 99c pr

TURBO

ACRYLICS429

ea.

"to 499

pr.

Jacket for outdoor
comfort in stay bright
plaids. Two matched
pockets.
XL
•

wide.

Bonded

Twin Fitted
72 x 104 F'lat

sr

Beautiful new Fancy and
Solid patterns. Cut from
full bolts. 54 to 60 inches

Solid color bottom with stripe top.
Pretty prints in top and bottom.
Full Bed Fitted
81
104 Flats

In many patterns

CPO SHIRT

Fabulous Polyester

NO-IRON

SHEETS

•••••••

•

SPECIALS

F-11

HOUSE SHOES

WEMBLEY TIES

441*

PABIZICS
for the entire family

Nationally Advert,.
MEN'S

Gift Boxed. Comfort and Quality designed.
One size fits all.

1

PEPPRE-LL
Er.

These favorite crew necks in Orion.
Some with cable stitch trim.

1

795

Avacado
Harvest
Gold

Christmas Morning. Misses
and Womens sizes. Short
and long lengths.

is

'

MEN'S
GIFT SOCKS

• Automatic Thumb-tip Beater

Select a Beautiful Quilted or
fleece Robe to please her on

*295

Sanforirtd cotton flannel,
sport shirts with long sleeves
and long tails. Washable
plaids and checks.
S, M, and

• Three-speed control

CARDIGAN & SLIPOVER

3

FOR

Flannel Shirt
188

ATTRACTIVE
AVACADO COLOR

•
a
'

LADIES

#11°
"
1111

Men's Cotton

PRETTY

Sizes 1 to 14

295

ft !flit MI [Pc-

Athletic Undershirts
Doubt* Seat Knit Briefs
Flat Knit T Shirts

10

MATIC

oussooli!. %liar

GOLDEN FRUIT underwear In snow white ,
docrnnpoly•eter cotton blend Every )or
rnent is full cut for cornloriable Ii heen's
and young men's

Merrie Maid in Beautiful Cantrece.Fit snugly and perfectly. 15 pounds. Self-sealing gasket is
Cinnamon, taupe, brown,and other colors. Ideal gift idea. removable.
Sizes A, B, C.

Closely knit stretch
nylon tites. Snug fitting
to fit smoothly.

FOR

4 QT. MIRRO-MATIC PRESSURE COOKER

Morris Maid

%•••

Underwear

Extra wide slot for pastry.
Automatic pop-up, long cord.

reg. 14'

•

Golden Fruit Quality—

8"

DOUBLE KNIT TRICOT

For Smooth, natural-looking support.
So Easy to wash by machine or hand.
Lifts and separates naturally.

Nationally Advertised

TOASTER

LADY LERMAN

light fiberfill lining

Sizes A, B, C, and D

2 Slice Chromed

to the smart looks. Every coat is perfectly tailored with warm Milburn lining.

BRASSIERE

Men's Pajamas in polyester-cotton
blends. Permanent press. Coat style.
Solid colors and prints.

PROCTOR SILEX

Styles and fabrics to please every woman and miss with
rich furs adding

fay

O..°•
411"

MEN'S PAJAMAS
A Pleasing Gift

F.POSIT WILL HOLD ON
LAY-AWAY

Ropier $411.118

a agg lipoisrp

SPECIAL VALUE

Give HER

A Coat From Our Large Selection

Whites. -ind Coltirk

'
0a

Perfect for quilting.
to yd. lengths.

2 to

29

yd

'1

Perfect for fall frosty mornings.
Fruit of the Loom

SHIRT and TIE SETS

Permanent-press 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton for that fresh
look without ironing. Latest long point collar and two
button cuff. styling.

599 -699
RMANS

FOR PRACTICAL GIFTS

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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Frigidaire
workers vote
away raises
to keep plant
in Dayton

DAYTON, 01110 (UPI):
Five thousand union workers at two-local Frigidaire
appliance plants have voted
to give up most of their
pay raises during the next
in order to keep
two
the cOmpany truin moving
away.;
Each man will forego
about $18 per week in rais-

and cost of living increases
Frigidaire ageed to rehire by next February 850
of the 3348 members of the
international Union of
Electrical Workers laid off.
The company made the
Ifs
f s during the past
year, complaining of low
sales and high labor costs.
It also did not fill 1500 jobs

opening up thrOdel

discontinue
production,
transfer work to plants in
other cities, or move It to
.Japan.

ay Evening *
ule for Tuesd
* Ledger & Times TV Scited
Cu. a
CH. 6

CH 3
WSIL
6:25 Weather
6:30 Mod Sqd
7:30 Movie:
9:00 Marcus Welby
10:00 Weather
10:30 Cavell

CH. 5
WLAC
Campbell
,30
5-C
7.30 Hawaii
6:30 Special
30 Cannon
7:30 Serge
WLAC-TV
11:30 B. Graham .30
10 - 00 News
9:30 Scene
10 30 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
CH. 4
WSM

WPSD
6:30 Serge
7:30 Funny Side
0:30 Nichols
9 . 30 Dragnet
10.00 News
10:30 Tonight

WS1X
6:30 Mod Sq
7:30 Movie
9:00 Welby,M D.
10:00 TakesThief
11:00 News
1130 Cavell

Cu. 12
KFVS
6:30 Campbell
5-0
Hawaii
7:30
11:30 Cannon
9:30 Butk Owens
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Griffin
News
12:00 Late

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday *
1:00 Mor Show
8:30 LaLanne
7:00 Today
9:00 The Hour
9:00 Dinah
10:00 Am. Rel.
Concen
9:30
10:10 That Girl
10:00 Sale-Cen.
11:00 Bewitched
10:30 Squares
11:30 Password
11:00 Jeopardy
12:00 My Child,
11:30 WWW
12:10 Make-De*
12:00 Noon
1:00 Newlyweds
Our Lives
1:00
1:30 Dating
1:30 Dottors
2:00 Gen.
An. World
2:00
2:30 One Life
2:30 Promise
3 - 00 Love Am.
3:00 Somerset
3- 30 Matinee
3:30 Virginian
500 Space
5:00 Mayberry
News
5.30
5,25 lwea.-Spts.
6,00 Cactus
5:30 News
6:25 Weather
6:00' NewS
Chal
Sots_
6:30
6:30 Draws.
7:00 Bewitched
Father 700 W Pooh
7:30 Ed's
Fam. 7:30 Hallmark
1:00 Smith
9:00 B. Graham
a4sShirley
IL City 10.00 News '''
Tonight
..10:30
Weather
Cavett
News

5:45 Journal
6:00 News
AM
6:30 N'Ville
Korn.
7:55 Kilt.
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Tell•Truth
9:30 T or C
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 Love of Life

7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Content.
10:00 Sale Cen.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 W-W-W
11 ,5s News
12:00 News
12:15 Pastor
12:10 Romp.
12:55 Calendar
1:00 Lives
1:30 Doctor%
2:00 World
2:3e Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 popeye
coo Gimgan

11:00 "earl is
11:30 Search
12:00 Singing Con.
12:00
12:25 News
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Love Is
130 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night 4 30 Dan Boone
Pyle 6 30 Nash
3:00 Gomer
3:30 Gilligan
7 00 W. POcat
4:00 Movie
7 30 Hallmark
- - v ,,PVAtis;insx
- :25 News
6:00 News
10 00 News
630 Mann Sing
10 30 Tonight
Burnett
7:00
11:00 Med Cell
9 - 00 Mannix
10 00 News
10 10 Movie

6:30 McCoys
7:00 Bozo
11:30 Romper
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Mov. Game
10:30 That Gial
WOO Bewitched
11:30 Flipper1200 My Children
12:30 make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
Hosp.
2:00 Gen.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Password
3:30 Love Am.
4:00 Jeannie
Acres
4:30 Green
5:00 News
6:30 Make-Deal
7:00 Bewitched
Father
1:30 E0'S
Fain,
1013 3mrift
Wld
Shirley
CIO
9:00 Man-City
10:00 Takes Thief
11:00 News
11:30 Cave

[Mar

AT SIX tviC•tri-OS,
LYING THERE NAk'ED AS A
JAYBIRD ON A BEARSKIN QUG

LOOK AT YOU

00-I, OAGw000•-•
r JUST POUND
TWE CUTEST

LTTLE BABY
PICTURE OF
YOU

tth-

at the suburban Moraine plants.
A Frigidaire official said
the union approval did not
mean any long-term guarantee to stay here. The division had threatened to
tion

5 .. 45 Sun. Sem.
Show
6 15 Break
7:00 News
:00 Kangaro0
:00 Lucy
9,30 Hillbillies
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:30 Search
Plc
12:00 Farm
12:05 News
Weather
12:20
12:30 World Turns
many
1:00 Love
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Sec Storm
2:30 Edge-Night
3,00 Lassie
4.00 Virginian
5 30 News
6:00 News
''•
l':•
6 30 ""
... 7 DO Burnett
8 00 C. Burnett
Center
8 00 Med
9.60 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Griffin
12 .00 Ns

Cu. 29
WDXR
6 00 Movie
7.27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Creat Feat.
10:30 Movie

Mt BRAY,

KENTUCKY

Christmas
gifts from
the kitchen
iirange-flavored vinegar is a
inexunique, easy -to-make and

Most people who attempt to kill
pensive "Christmas gift from themselves 'don't.
zest
It is, according to authorities on
the kitchen." Pare orange
front I tuange.*aprfway.4_0Y..-suicide, _extreinely..difficulL .
And the U.S. government is
white membrane that clings,
to make it even more so.
drop
trying
and
spirals
into
ts it strips
The government knows, for exthem into 1 pint of white OR ample, that when it comes to suiwhite wine vinegar. Recap cide, the female of the species is
bottle and let set two to three Less deadly than the male.
weeks. If desired, decant vinThe reason: she uses less violent
egar through a cheesecloth-lined and less destructive means to her
bottle
e
funnel into a decorativ
end, while men generally tend to
with either ground glass stop- use more lethal devices.
Government records also indiper,cork or screw lid.
Cranberry fruit balls make a

cate that one of the surest ways
of avoiding suicide-at least statistically-is to get married.

It also helps if you are under
10:00 Movie
gift that travels well and remains 40. That's why many government
11:40 People,
a
In
weeks.
several
fresh for
11:50 Sew ing
suicide authorities don't fully trust
12:00 Gourmet
meat grinder, grind 1 pound of anyone over 40.
12:30 3 On A Match
fresh ratiberries with 2 large,
The government's prevention
1,00 Movie
seeded but unpeeled oranges, 2 campaign involves collecting data
2 . 57 News
3.00 Movie Game
(34ounce) cans of flaked so that it can reach potential sui4 00 Bozo
coconut and 3 cups of raisins cit.:es in time to help them.
5 00 Now Expl.
cups of
The government has even cal5 30 Country Platiall OR currants. Stir m 2
THE FEMALE OF THE SPECIES. Authorities say that when it ionae%
5.57 News
sugar and 2 (13%-ounce) culated the dollar loss due to to suicide. the female is definitely less deadly than the male rhis
about Sib
loses
nation
the
6:00 Movie
suicide:
cracker
graham
of
packages
7:27 News
terms of wasted b because-as shown here--they use less lethal means to the end.
crumbs. If necessary, add more billion annually inand
7:30 Theater 29
loss of earnpotential
human
that
times those Ii'
9:35 Weather
crumbs to make a mixture
• Suicide rates for married per- from 1-% to 2power because of suicides.
940 News
married persons.
be molded into 1-inch balls. ingThis
can
are
lower
the
whole
than
on
sons
is based partly on the 22,000
9:53 Harvey
• Three Imes as many men de
Roll each in finely chopped suicides officially recorded in this those for the single, widowed or
10:00 Creat. Feat,
cups.
3
suicide as women, although
from
of
total
using
nuts.
10:30 movie
country annually, making suicide divorced.
12:00 sports
'
Wrap individually, in clear pray-, this nation's I Ith most common • Rates for divorced persons women usually account for two.
thirds of suicide attempts.
.
.
.
.
and tie with ribbon loops if cause of.death-,,
-three to five times the rates of • While the aged comprise nine
4t.--^fotn:Vnr..7:1:
wisntO use them as tree
Dr. H.L.rRank,
Reports
marred persons under 65.
.
per' cent of our population, the
oruarnents. Pack in airtight of the U.S. oovernment's Center • Suicide rates for single percommit 25 per/cent of the reported
container for storage or ship- for Studies of Suicide Prevention, sons in most age groups range suicides in the nation.
icethe
of
tip
the
merely
is
-This
ping. \lakes about 100.
berg."
Current estimates are that there
00M OUOU DOM
attempts for
This cornflake Christmas aro about 10 suicide
0010•00610 0300
suicide, or, about a
completed
each
Farm
a
from
B00000 M110 MO
tree is adapted
Youngster
Rip
1
per
attempts
f-a-million
000 MEM 00M
Fundamental.
Journal recipe for Christmas quarter-o
5 Prepare for
year.
Coniunttion
BOBLI BOO 0000
wreaths. Place 1 stick (V: cup)
Print
a
in
Take
A consequence of failing
0110 G133 DOM
Tear
unlawfully
of margarine or butter in top of suicide is that it may result in a
Ma 0000300 BO
12 In addition
Choice part
of
cups
2
with
that
boiler
a double
000 MOV 1010Q
serious injury, making life
Downpour
13 Girl's name
30
OR
Preposition
3=0 000 0000
miniature marshmallows
much more difficult.
14 Fruit drink
Label
MOO 000 1700
Even if the attempt does not 15 Prefix: down
large marshmallows, 2 teaClerical collar
00 OMO 03000O
spoons of green vegetable color- cause permanent damage it can 16 Cook in hot
Cyprinoid fish
MOOD SOO
DOM
water
Hebrew letter
ing and 1 teaspoon of vanilla or prove costly in terms of medical
000 0000 GOO
Bone
Health
the
18 Idle chatter
to
according
which,
bills
other extract. Heat, stirring,
Near
are generally 20 Parent
Sandarac tree
(colioq)
over simmering water until Insurance Institute,
56 Scottisli cap
by health insurance
Petitioned
covered
Pinches
not
22 Stupefy
mixture is melted, smooth and policies.
58 Once around
Cravats
Complete set
24
Diplomacy
track
Principal
on
rubber
a
Relies
Using
colored.
evenly
If a person does succeed in kill- 27 Danish island
Second of two 60 Tv ngs in law
Attack
spatula or wooden spoon, grad:, ing himself, his beneficiaries are 29 Shield
61 Ex lamatton
Mistake
Unlock
62 Earth goddess
Fruit (pi)
Traded for
ually stir in 3Y2 cups of plain usually not entitled to his life in- 31 Rocky hill
64 A tate (abbr )
Babylonian
money
cornflakes until all are coated. surance if the suicide takes place 32 Breaks
66 Symbol for
deity
Fur-bearing
suddenly
cerium
scale
of
Pack lightly into a greased within two years after his policy
Note
mammal
poetry
Epic
34
a
or
mill
food
ped
was issued.
cone-sha
5
7
6
1
2
3
a
"7'7:45
letter
These restrictions have had to be 36 Greek
handmade cardboard cone lined
37 Thoroughfare
...Oa
.,iii 13
12
with waxed paper lightly oiled. imposed, so that other policyhold- 39 Declines
1
'
. .0"...
Let cool. Tip out onto waxed ers are not penalized.
lava
41
Cooled
111
15
..•; -16 17
"Investigations of the incidence 42 Metal
paper, decorate with small red
/60
among populations with
K'-':'..'
suicide
fastener
of
and
25 16
:i:iii 24
cherries,
glace
22
20 21 i:-:-.!,
candies OR
illness," says Dr. Resnik, 44 Apportioned
mental
'.".
A
•
sugar
sprinkle with granulated
be
to
suicide
by
•:•
30
45 Anger
"show mortality
7
24. t.`7,...29
.
to simulate snow. If necessary, higher than the expected rate for 47 Jump
.•: )1
.-ro
56•
.
•
- --734
if•••
32
• fasten cherries with toothpicks the general population."
49 Expires
,5:',..::1,
Ak
until glaze dries. Makes I tree
Usually manic 'depressive psy- 50 Old musical
ti41. .K 39
40
'57
instrument
about 5 inches high with chosis has the highest rate of suiLet it stand
34--,.`-.,44
5)4inch bottom diameter. Dry cAe,followed by the schizophrenias 52
'
';`,. 42
41
54 A state
_:"
overnight before wrapping in and by the neuroses.
(abbr
48 049
Dr. Resnik also points out that 55 Rodent
clear plastic for packing.

(
\

I MISS THOSE
SUMMER INSECT
NOISES AT NIGHT -THEY USED TO
PUT ME TO
SLEEP

THIS'LL REVOLUTIONIZE
TV ALL RIGHT -Bur IT
MEANS NOTHING 10 ME-

when y
me Har
Insure
Agency

al9 40 it

"when alcoholism is present as either a primary or secondary diagnosis, the suicide risk is markedly
increased."
Other government findings on
suicides, as reported by Dr. Resnik,
include:

I NAVE BLiSTER5
I-4'Y I
EVC-WYWHERE / W',
EVEN HAVE BLIETERS
ON MY OUSTERS!

MOBII
rates. B
claim -

C 7 Caudal
appendage
59 Teutonic deity
61 Time gone by
63 Declare
65 Skin ailment
67 Pronoun
68 Planet
69 Fondles

Preserved pumpkin, a relish
to serve with cold meats, was
adapted from an old New
England reciw! by chef Eddie
Andrews of The Publick House,
Sturbridge, Maas.
Cut a 5 to 6 pound pumpkin
into large chunks. Peel them and
scrape out seeds and strings with
silver spoon. Weigh. Yoveshould
have 4 pounds. Cut pumpkin in
thi „ffen_shees. Soak 4&•rnight
Lbd.:Sold Avg.
in mixture of 1 pint cif white Markets
414,590 79.90
vinegar and I quatt of water in Bloomfield
79.19
878.366
Green
i3owiing
or
plastic
glass.
or
crock,
80.07
1,126,372
n
Carrcrilto
ceramic bowl.
233,241 78.43
Drain. Dry pumpkin on Clean Covington
503,033 79.28
dish towel. In large saucepan or Cynthiana
549,744 79.84
preserving kettle, mix 4 pounds Danville
309,368 79.58
wine
Franklin
of
pint
1
with
sugar
of
79.49
1,060,643
coarsely
Glasgow
and
juice
vinegar,
563,966 79.69
Greensburg
grated rind of 1 lemon and 1
431,620 79.77
Harrodsburg
ounce of peeled fresh ginger OR
80,628 77.09
Henderson
canned drained ginger, coarsely
332,130 79.56
Hopkinsville
grated. Add pumpkin, heat and
1,111,958 79.36
Horse Cave
stir until sugar has dissolved and
649,540 79.74
Lebanon
boil. stirring occasionally, until
2,776,156 79.69
Lexington
pumpkin looks glassy. Remove
432,488 79.24
London
pumpkin to liot, sterilized
732,718 78.96
Louisville
canning jars and keep them
No Sale
while
oven
ee
Mayfield
200-degr
in
warm
1,101,456 79.30
Maysville
rapidly boiling the syrup until it
403.751 78.90
Morehead
thickens.
654,859 79.89
Mt. Sterling
Cover pumpkin with syrup
608.852 78.91
Owensboro
and seal jars as manufacturer
380,527 79.06
-ounce)
(8
8
to
4
Paducah
Makes
directs.
356,659 79.24
Paris
jars, depending on how watery
645,628 79.14
Richmond
the pumpkin
No Sale
Russellville
79.45
1.012.307
e
Shelbyvill
IA
RHODES
ON
WILSON
533.488 79.64
TORONTO (UPI) -British Somerset
007,684 79.83
Labor Party Leader Harold Springfield
546,690 79.75
Winchester
party
his
Sunday
said
Wilson
19.023,477 79 43
Total
fears white Rhodesian will not
the
of
s
live up to the principle
MAYS WED
Settlement designed to bring WILLIE
MEXICO CITY I UPI1 British
the
into
back
Rhodesia
of the San
Commonwealth. He remarked, Willie Mays
recited the
o
Giants
Francisc
during a brief visit to Toronto,'wedding vows for the third
predict
s
observer
many
that
time Saturday, this time in
the Rhodesians will accept the Spanish, as he placed a ring on
their
win
principles in order to
sanc- the finger of 32-year old San
Independence and end
them Franciscan Mae Louise Allen in
tear
will
later
tions, and
a civil ceremony here
uP.
CRITER INJURED
Burt back
DenPITTSBURGH (UPI I
Burt
(UPI)
HOLLYWOOD
ver Bronco reserve ,linebacker
Lancaster returns to work at
Universal in an original western Ken Criter had his nose broken
screenplay titled- "Ulzana's Sunday when It got in the way
studio of a punch thrown by Henry
Raid," his first for the
Davis, a reserve linebacker, for
since "Airport."
the Pittsburgh Steelers.
Davis threw the punch after
pueblo of Yerba
Sail Fran. Criter jumped offside and ran
name
the
given
as
Into him in the second quarter.
casco in 1847.
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50
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for
ilslybeaotpetnh,teil 6 on Fridays until Christmas.
eawad
wem
GhertisRt
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CRAFT HOUSE

Needlepoint Class...Tues., Nov. 30th 1 p.m.-3 p.m. Candlemaking demonstrations Wed. Dec. 1,1p.m.-3 p.m. Piaster
molding Class Thurs. Dec, 2,10 a.m.-I2 p.m. Decoupage Class
Tues. Dec. 7fl p.m.-3 p.m..
New shipment of candlemalang supplies has arrived.
Sterile acid is here Candle moulding piaster molds are
arriving daily.
Come in and sign up for lessons now.

As of
1971, we
for any d
Leon
Burkeen
---CLOSI
Five yea
Shoemak
but due
are going
to expre
preciatio
customer
bigger ea
are very

pleasure
We wa
needed y
know an
meant m
We hope
and see
hogs or n
Again
everythin
and wish
and pros
Busme.
under ne
Shoe

WA
--WANT

apartmen
university
working hi
Prefer s
cooking
privileges
Call 767Brandon
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NOTICE

McKee! Equipment Co.
Murray, Ky.
503 Walnut

as many men d e
women, although
account for twoattempts.
ged comprise nine
population, they
t of the reported
nation.
sterciay s Puzzle
A
0

A

R.0 A

A

Scottisli- cap
8 Once around
track
0 Things, in law
I Exclamation
2 Earth goddess
• A tate (abbr )
6 Symbol for
cerium

9 io 11

1%.'
19

6

31

Ledger & Times
103 N 4th St

Christmas
Trees
Flocked

•s\

MO

CREDITO
k

XL-IVIVif

'1W*

ri klAvE titE gesirPcis IN614v,
MEXICAN HOLIDAYS

Rush brings out
the hot cargo
By ALFONSO CASTRO
Copley News Service

Regular
Trees

753-6350

Glindel Reaves
Mile

14 College Barber
and
Hairstyling
I
Shop
1 Across from Ordway

49
54
59 60

65

e.

I

For men or women,
the Continental
Instant Setting and
Styling Blow Comb.
We offer a factory
guarantee and
welcome a
comparison with
discount store
brands.

30

8

Aluminum
Plates

are so reasonable that there is
no point haggling with the
vendor Similar items in
Christmas nearby stores specializing in
MEXICO CITY
shopping in Mexico can be quality goods cost several
times the figure asked.
different.
How is it, say, that an inOf course, in a sophisticated
Latin American capital of more triguing little German-made
than seven minim people, like windup car can be peddled on
Mexico City, there are many the street for only a fraction of
great, gloriously well-stocked its normal price?
The stock answer is simply
department stores. Sears and
Roebuck, for example, has a that "these come from
dozen outlets in this sprawling
Veracruz."
metropolis.
Most last-minute shoppers
But the gifts that count, the ask no more
ones that seem W make the
They understand that the/
greatest impression on the goods offered for sale so inchildren who receive them, formally were once part of a
FREE
TWO
BEDROOM
upstairs SPECIAL PRICE on AKC Toy HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue FOR ALL ,our home additions,
may well be items purchased large shipment that was wholly
WANT TO BUY
apartment with large living room
for a few pesos from a sidewalk
DEMONSTRATION
or partially hijacked as it
Poodle puppies. Some rare ones, Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's alterations, remodeling, etc.
and kitchen area, large closets,
shampooer
vendor or an itinerant peddler. passed through Mexico's
electric
Rent
super!
Free Estimates. Phone 753black and white, one white. Seven
furnished or unfurnished Private
This year,for example, clickD4C 6123.
busiest (;ulf coast port
TFC WANT TO BUY; logs and
weeks old. Dewormed. Price only $1. Big K.
entrance Located at 1002 Walnut
timber Also have for clackers may be heard and
But the guilt-ridden father or
standing
$55.00. Phone 753-4469 after 6:00
bought on any well-thronged
uncle does not have to tell
Street Phone 753-5450, if no
sale lumber and sawdust.
D1C STANDARD REMINGTON
p.m.
ARROLL'S PLUMBING di Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. downtown street. And little children who receive such gifts
answer phone 753-3242 between
typewriter. Good condition. Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone Phone 753-4147.
TFC string-activated flying model everything . does he
8:00 a.m.and 8:00 p.m.
N30C WEINIARANER PUPPIES, AKC
D2P 489-3295.
$75.00. Phone 4334582.
helicopters zoom skyward, at
N30P
He may atone for his
litter. Phone 753-4647.
N30C
the end of a 20-30 foot tether, on
transgression, though
NICE FURNISHED apartment,
LOST di FOUND
in BACKII0E OR dozer services.
many corners.
Take the year he bought
electric heat. Phone 753-6044. D1C SERVICE STATION, located in ROYAL MANUAL typewriter
1415 Olive
Gyroscopes and dolls and all sidewalk bicycles for the two
carrying case. In excellent Expert work. Reasonable. Phone
REDBONE Coon Hounds, sorts of inexpensive toys are to eldest children, for example In
Coldwater, Will sell or Lease, condition. $55.00. Phone 753-7802
TWO
TFC
753-9807.
Phone 753-5057
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished Fully Equipped. Call 489lost in Irvin Cobb and Pottertown be seen and had in sidewalk
D2C
Mexico, where the bicycle still
after 4.00p.m.
apartment
with
stove
and
drapes
N3OP
Road community. If found phone displays
1/11,11111111010010106is Ceramic tile bath Available 2215.
is an important mode of mass
1
1
D2C
474-2382.
Most are imported. In fact, of
transport, bikes with 12, 16 or 20
TAPERFLEX WATER skis, IcDt. 0. Chkis emMe'd
CHRISTMAS? WHY not a January 1. Phone 753-7457. D4C
MARLETTE, two never used. cheap. Tachometer,
19's
55'
the traditionally popular items, inch wheels were then quite
ROPRACTOR
CM
i
Shapernakers Gift Certificate.
puppy,
male
YELLOW
FOUND:
bedroom trailer. Fully carpeted, cheap. Also eight
only the string-powered
expensive. Naturally, he ex• S03 SYCAMORE ST
track,
Phone 753-2962.
D3ONC TWO BEDROOM trailer. Carabout three months old. Mixed helicopter is of Mexican
MURRAY. KY. 4207
call 7534226.
pected that the children would
D7C speakers, tapes and box. Cheap.
peted, electric heat, air conbreed. Owner please call 753PwoNS 753-9905
manufacture.
be overjoyed at their new
D2P
474-2343.
Phone
As of this date, November 29, ditioned. Must have references.
7,13 9860
D2P
5546
For the most part, the prices acquisitions.
1971, we will not be responsible See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer TWO PONIES for sale cheap
But the
night before
Phone 492-8603.
N30C GE REFRIGERATOR, com- SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
for any debt other than our own. Court after 5.00p.m.
D2C
Cnristmas, as he sat with some
old.
year
one
pletely
frost
free,
753Camp,
Rex
hoe work. Phone
Leon and Mrs. Eva
friends in a cantina to wish
TFC
D2P ONE BEDROOM furnished BOSTON TERRIER, registered, Also Tappan electric range, one 5933.
Burkeen
them cheer, a peddler entered,
seven months old, female. Phone year old For information phone
apartment. Also two bedroom
offering those ingenious little
753-3896.
N30C
D2P
753-9844
753-6606
or
CLOSING, DECEMBER 4. unfurnished
apartment. Nice
German-made windup cars
INTERIOR PAINTING and wall
that,thanks to a well-concealed
Five years ago we opened the apartments Phone 753-5079.
papering. Phone 753-3163, ask for
EXECUTIVE TYPE office desk,
Fifth wheel, could not be made
Slioemaker Livestock business
D2C
Bill.
N3OP
Ky.-During
FRANKFORT,
programs
on
appeared
has
swivel
with
walnut grained finish
WURL1TZER
to
drive off the edge of the
PIANOS
&
but due to physical conditions we
National
Retarded
Children's
an
effort
throughout Kentucky in
chair with leather seat. Excellent
are going out of business but want NEATLY FURNISHED two condition. Phone 753-8997 after
WILL DO Interior Painting. Month (November 19711 the to generate more community table.
ORGANS
At just a few pesos apiece,
D7C Kentucky Assn for Retarded involvement in the care and
to express our thanks and ap- bedroom apartment, located 100 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-3484.
N30C
they were such a bargain he
Sales and Service
preciation to our friends and South 13th Street. May be seen at
Children(KARC has made wide treatment of the retarded.
customers for making it a little Kelly's Pest Control.
D2C LADY'S LEFT handed golf clubs,
use of television talk shows to She said services are being bought half a dozen, for the
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
MY DAUGHTER and I will do inform the public of services now provided for 14,000)14.3 per cent) nephews, too.
bigger each year and for that we
Phone
753new.
twice.
Like
used
When came time for
house cleaning and ironing available to the mentally of Kentucky's estimated 96,500
are very grateful. It has been a SMALL FAMILY; nearly new 7374.
N30C
distribution of Christmas
D2P retarded in the state and services
23" BLACK AND white consol Phone 753-4369.
pleasure doing business with you. two bedroom house with carretarded citizens. Of these, 11,000 presents, the little blue cars
We want you to know that we port, all paneled, has washer and
television,$50.00. Phone 753needed.
are in special education classes were handed out, along with
•
D2
6863.
needed your hogs, but getting to dryer outlets. $70.00 per month.
The effort is part of a nation- in communities and 3000 are in other presents.
CARD OF THANKS
D2C
know and associate with you Phone 489-2595.
wide information program state institutions or private
The children were all
TWO PORTABLE 110 elertri9 We wish to express our deepest designed to prevent and alleviate residential or day care centers thrilled. With the cars. It was
meant more to us than your hogs.
Shirley
heaters, almost like new. One!gratitude to those sending the ravages of mental retar- and rehabilitation services_
We hope each of you can come by LARGE EFFICIENCY apartdays, not until the windup keys
Garden Center
kitchen stool with back, yellow,flowers, food, and cards during dation
and see us whether you have ment, large closets and storage.
"If we could get appropriate were lost or the spring motors
500 N. 4th
and chrome. Five quilt tops in- the death of our dear Mother, and
Electric heat, air conditioning.
hogs or not.
Tate, the training services for the retar- broken, before they gave the
Mrs. Betty
we say thanks for Private entrance. Ideal for BEAGLE PUPS, female, 10 cluding double wedding ring Wife, Ethel Cooper.
Again
association's executive director, ded, statistics show more than 83 costly bicycles more than a
D2C months old. Good markings. designed ready to quilt and other Special thanks to the Poplar
everything you have done for us couple. 1606 West Main.
per cent could be independent or passing glance.
and wish each of you happiness
N30C items. 1709 Ryan Avenue, phone Springs Church Choir, to Bro.
one 753-6051.
semi-independent taxpaying
ITC White and Bro. Perkins for their
AUTOS FOR SALE
753-4537.
and prosperity in the future.
citizens instead of being DU TINT AHEAD
comforting words, and the Max
Business will still be open
REGISTERED DUROC boar, 14
dependent on the state, Mrs. JOHANNESBURG (UPI) 1969 VOLKSWAGEN, 14,000
under new management. cComrie du Toit of South Africa
months old, about 300 lbs. Phone TWO MALE Bird Dogs, 18 Churchill Funeral Home for their
Tate said.
holds a one stroke edge over
Shoemaker Livestock Co. N30C miles,like new. See at 1668 Ryan 753-8966
N30C months old. Partly trained. excellent services.
Ave.
N30C
Proclaiming November Dom Gammon of Rhodesia
Phone 753-1208.
D2P May God bless each of you is
Children's
Natidnal Retarded
our prayer.
today entering the final round
Kentucky, Gov. Louie of the South African Profession1964 OLDS 88, two door hardtop,
The Cooper Family,
1969 EL CAMINO, custom, 36" TAPPAN ELECTRIC range,
LOWES, Ky., Nov. 27 - John Month in
to lend al Golfers' Association Tourwhite with red interior. Power
Mrs. Lora Edwards, Miss Joseph Wilson, 7, Fancy Farm B. Nunn urged citizens
automatic, power and air. Phone $25.00. Also girl's size 12 coat,
steering and brakes, factory air.
interest and assistance to nament.
their
D2P
$3.00.
Phone
753-3241.
killed
at
5:30
p.m.
Rt.
2,
was
Imagene
Pittman
and
Ruby
after
5:00
p.m.
N
30C
753-7426
A meal in one on a ham
D2P
Phone 753-6058.
today after falling from a trac- ensure the right of retarded
Bray
Du Toit, who shot a 70
burger bun. It's dressed to
which he was riding with children to an opportunity for the Friday, has a 54-hole score of
on
tor
Hazel.
1TNC
house
in
SEVEN
ROOM
napkins
be juicy...use two
1967 MUSTANG DELUXE, Vs,
fullest development of their lives. 208.
his uncle.
Nice garden space, bath, gas ONE GREEN table lamp, 41"
automatic, power steering.
is
The
child
survived
by
his
high.
includes
One
black
fire
set,
furnace, redecorated. $5,500.00.
8975.00. Phone Mayfield 247-8316
express our parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Fuel oil heater, $15.00. Metal stands, poker,shovel, and brush. We would like to
D2C
or 247-1327.
our many Wilson, Fancy Farm Rt. 2; a
cabinets and sink, $10.00. Phone 18 volume set World Book En- sincere thanks to
neighbors sister, Miss Tracy Marie Wiland
friends
relatives,
and
cyclopedia,
reading
plus
D4C
492-8310.
1966 CHEVROLET two door
study guide and up to date annual for every kindness shown in the son, Fancy Farm Rt. 2; two
brothers, Kervin Robert Wilson
WANTHID TO RENT
hardtop, white, red interior. GRANDFATHER
CLOCK. supplements and yearbooks. death of our beloved mother,
Power steering Spare never English walnut, lovely painted Very good condition. Phone 753- Mrs. Essie Blakely, also I-inn and Danny Leo Wilson, Fancy
WANT TO RENT: Efficiency
Farm Rt. 2; his paternal grandWASHINGTON iliPli The Fede,a1 Trade tinD2C Fwieral Home, Bro. Allen, Song
been used 36,000 actual miles. dial Needs cleaning and ad- 3724.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
apartment or room near
mission ruled today that stores and lenders Must
who
nurses
D2P
the,
service, Dr and
753-4889.
Phone
$180.00
justment
First
state their interest rates by annual percentage only.
university for, student who is
Murray Wilson, Fancy Farm Rt. 2; his
N30C RAY-TEL CITIZEN band two were so sweet to her in
753-7683 after 5:00 p.m.
It said other terms were confusing lb consumers.
maternal grandparents, Mr. and
working his way through college.
beautiful
the
for
Hospital,
way
talk
radio,
5 channels with
The ruling under the Truth in Lending Law
Mrs. John Joseph Koeck. MilPrefer sleeping room with 1965 PONTIAC FOUR door
cards.
and
indicator, receive only and flowers, food
barred such credit terms as "$6 per MOO" or "6 per
ler, S.D.
refrigerator hardtop, power steering, power
and
cooking
richly
BELTONE FACTORY fresh squelch control. $65.00 or best
cent add-on." Both mean 6 per cent interest a year,
May each of you be so
Funeral arrangements are Inprivileges. References furnished. brakes, factory air. Excellent
the FTC said, and the stores and lenders should stick
hearing aid batteries for all make offer. Phone 7534494 after 4:00 blessed in your hour or sorrow. complete at Roy M. Lowe FuCall 767-6706, ask for Mike tires. ,;ood condition. Phone 753- hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. D1C
to the annual percentage rate
rrp neral Home.
Her children.
p.m.
D2C
D2C
4445
TEN('
Brandon.

A
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

12x50 FULLY CARPETED,
$3250.00. Lots of real nice quality
mobile homes on lot. Special 1972
three bedroom double wide, only
$6995 Financing available on lot.
We trade for anything of value.
Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltine Highway, Paducah,
D3C
Kentucky. Phone 443-6150

These plates are perfect
for siding or loafing
barns, for placing around
bottom of mobile homes
to'keep olut 'the wind
and snow, and for many
other uses such as
out"
mice or rats.
25 each

THE PERFECT
CHRISTMAS
GIFT!

0

24

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

times those fo:

0

FOR SALE

NOTICE

McKEEL EQUIPMENT CO.

IT
T E

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••• ••••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••

to babysit in SMALL ARM good location:
NO REGRET, the best yet, Blue WANTED: LADY
my
home
daily
from
11:00 a.m. business or future investment
carpets
Lustre
cleans
till
4:00
pin.
Phone
753-7931.
N30C One mile East Murray, ap-,
beautifully. Rent new electric
proximately 10 acres pasture.
Auto,
Western
shampooer $1.
Check McKee! Equipment Co. for some
openings
for
FULL
OR
part
time
Hog wire fencing, stables, water
D1C
Home of the "Wishing
ladies. Enjoy excellent earnings Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
Real Hot Month End Bargains on NEW CASE
in time for Christmas. For in- For appointment call 436TFC
TRACTORS & EQUIPMENT!
terview appointment phone 753- 2173
with
STURDY SCHOOL chairs
1711
N30C
after
4:00p.m.
writing arm, excellent for teenTHREE BEDROOM brick, Ps
agers, grade school, T.V. room or
WITH baths, carpeted throughout.
YEAR
NEW
IMAGINE
A
telephone bench. Painted $7 50
NO BILLS' Selling for Christmas Carport and fenced in back yard.
each, or plain, $5.00 each. 409
now-beautifully designed and Financing available to right
North 10th Street, phone 753products Call party. Phone 753-4516 after 5:00
D4C packaged AVON
8062.
D1C
365-9424 p.m.
collect
now
after
7
p.m.
RENT
FOR
EREE ESTIMAiE on septic tank
or write Mrs. Janet Kunick, J
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
FURNISHED apartNEW
23-1/16X35"
carpet color- Manager, Rt. 2 Box 136A PrinLOST bright
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- ment, built-in kitchen, dining
D3C
with Blue ceton, Ky.
them
s...restore
.009 Thick
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M area, livolg room, one bedroom,
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- three closet••, bath and hall
TRUCK DRIVERS ( Straight or
3 Bedroom brick, newly
81 Murray Home & Auto
TFC Carpeted throughout Nicely
mington, Kentucky.
Semi) Experience helpful but not
Store.
decorated, new wall to wall
furnished. Adjoins college . All
necessary. Can earn extremely
carpet, full basement, Po
TFC
.MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low private Phone 753-8648
RELAX AND unwind with safe, high pay after short training, for
baths, also shower In
rates. Broad coverage. Excellent
basement, 2 blocks from
effective GoTense tablets. Only local and over-the-road hauling.
claim service. When you see the NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wai.
svi swine-el cseat„,etereo
/
2 • Woe::
DIP Write.. Nation WAe. Semi
sooJA aremsee, 11
.4-11$;t. think of Insurance., hLito
Coot-oin tt central heat
Division, 171 New Circle Road,
from Austin School and
when you think of Insurance see and air. 8110.00 per month Phope
Hospital
YOU saved and slaved for wall to N.E., Lexington, Kentucky 40505
me. Harding Galloway, Galloway 753-7850,
D1C
wall carpet Keep it new with ' or call 606-299-6912.
Insurance and Real Estate
Call 753-1257
Blue Lustre Rent electric
D2C UNFURNISHED HOUSE wet
Agency. Phone 753-5842.
Regley's Drug WANTED: WOMAN to live in as
shampooer
$1
one kingsize bedroom, bath and
"building
D4C companion to another lady.
Store
utility in Kirksey 840.00 per
,Phone 753-8188
D2P HOUSE IN Hazel, six rooms and
N30(.'
month. Phone 489-2553.
bath, screened Orclr, back porch
FULL
time made into large utility room. Set
WANTED:
TWO BEDROOM mobile home.
babysitter in my home for 15 up for washer and dryer Large
Call at
A nice quiet beautiful place to
month old girl. Must furnish garden Also three room apartlive, one mile from city limits
own transportation. Phone 753- ment On city water and
DIP
Phone 7534109.
7154 afternoons.
D2C sewerage. If interested Phone
4e2-8347.
N30C
curly,
TWO BEDROOM brick duplex.
For those with
WANTED. LADY to live in with
Murray,
Electric heat, air conditioned,
Ky.
wavy or unruly hair.
elderly couple. Phone 753-NEW TWO bedroom duplex
range furnished Available now
and
6074.
D2C apartment, central heat and air,
8100.00 per month. Phone 753- 10'x50' COLONIAL
MOBILE
wall to wall carpeting. Low down
6931.
D3C home, 1964, fully furnished with
WANTED: LADY to arrange payment with assumable loan.
washer and dryer. Clean, exflowers, center pieces and Phone 753-2381 or 753-1585. D1C
FURNISHED
APARTMENT; cellent condition. Phone 474Christmas
arrangements.
living room, bedroom, bath and 2320.
CALL .
D3C
Permanent position. Write P.O. LOT IN Kingswood Subdivision,
kitchen, private entrance and
Box 32-H, Murray, Kentucky, or will trade for anything. Phone
driveway. All utilities furnished. SHOW CASE, a real antique.
D1C
giving fell qualifications.
D6C 753-4516 after 5 00p.m.
Phone 7534619 after 500p.m.
About seven feet long, glass all
ORDER NOW!!
N3OP
around the front, sides and top.
FOR LEASE OR RENT
Closed in back with sliding
SERVICES 01 I. ERED
TWO BEDROOM duplex with wooden doors. Best offer See at
STORE BUILDING, formerly
stove, refrigerator, air con- Ledger and Times. Also have
on Lynn
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, Martins Store on Hazel, Route
ditioner, washer and dryer. $90.00 four modern display islands
also bank gravel, fill dirt and one Has gas pumps. Can be used
6roye Highway
per month, with $50.00 deposit. made of metal in green abci white
TO topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or for store or other use. Phone 435Phone 7534792.
DlOC with adjustable shelves. N3ONC
D7C 5261.
D6P
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.

that when it comes
the male. This
cans to the end.

Call
753-1916

Inc

'USE
ristmas.
-3 p.m Canp.m Plaster
oupage Class

Television Widely Used
In Retardation Awareness

has orris ed.
r molds are

ray, Ky
3-9384

POINSETTIAS

Fancy Farm
Boy Killed
In Accident

IYUMBO -601

TRIANGLE INN

1

1

Stores, lenders must
give yearly rates only
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City Park...
Former City Retired Buchanan Former UK Head Tryouts For
Farmer Dies
Dies of Attack Campus Lights
Judge Dies On Saturday
Are Announced

TUESDAY—NOVEMBER 30 1971

Hospital Report

Commission... Special Guests
To Appear On
Story Hour

ADULTS 86
Continued from Page 1)
NURSERY 9
the commission has not yet
Presently the park system has NOVEMBER 26, 1971
LEXINGTON,Ky.( UPI) —Dr.
acted.
$12.000 allocated to it. Starks said
A. D. Kirwan, 66, a long-time
The commission handed down
have
where
would
to
know
this
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
he
Elias Robertson, former judge E.L. Leiii) King, 85-year-old administrator and professor at A schedule of
the Ford Decision Monday Special
is
money
coming
from
new
tryouts for the
guests will be featured
the University of Kentucky who
of the City of Murray, died this retired farmer of Buchanan who
cast, band and chorus for before he could approve of the Mrs. Judy Lane Darnall and along with another one denying on the Story Hour Program
served as the school's 7th
morning at 9:25 at the Murraya
1.3
processed
per
cent
meat
Baby Boy, Route I, Benton, Mrs.
Wednesday afternoon, December
had been living with a daughter president, died this morning of a "Campus Lights" at Murray proposal.
Calloway County Hospital.
State University has been an- Councilman Koenen indicated Ann Franklin Hunt and Baby product hike to Oscar Mayer 1, at the Calloway County Public
in Calvert City, Ky., died at 3 heart attack.
He was 90 years of age and was p.m. Saturday in Benton (Ky)
Co., of Madison, Wis. In the Library.
Kirwan, who was a professor of nounced by Tommy Walker of that he felt that other agencies Boy, Route 3, Murray.
preceded in death by his wife, the
Oscar Mayer case, the commis- Guests
contribution
to
the
make
should
a
Greenville,
Hospital.
senior
director
will include some of the
of
the
history at the time of his death,
former Gladys Wilson, and by his
sion invoked for the first time characters
proposed new park, such as the
DISMISSALS
Funeral services were held at served as the school's president annual musical production.
from the production
daughter, Mrs. Kathleen Kemper
Open to all students at Murray university and the county Miss Angela Gaye Hale, 1604 its rule that price increases "A Christmas Carol" by Charles
2:30 p.m. Monday at McEvoy from 1968-69, prior to the hiring of
on October 8, 1971.
must
be
justified
on
the
basis
of
Funeral Home with burial in the current president, Dr. Otis State, all tryouts will be held in government, since the city park Belmont, Murray, Joe Pat
Dickens to be presented by the
Survivors include his son-inHillcrest Cemetery.
Room 206 of the old section of the system is widely used by both of Elkins, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Sally higher costs —not to increase Sock and Buskin Club, December
Singletary.
law. C. Wesley Kemper,600 Olive
Koenen also Yvonne Green, Hazel, Mrs. Ruth profit margins over what they 2, 3, and 4 at the Murray State
A native Henry Countian, King
Dr. Kirwan played football at Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. these agencies.
Street, Murray, and three
was born Dec. 23, 1885, a son of Kentucky, graduating in 1926. Walker listed these times for pointed out the difficulty of Willene French and Baby Girl, were during the best two of the University auditorium.
granddaughters, Miss Kristie
properly policing a -new and Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Barbara last three business years.
the late Samuel and Mary Ann After coaching high school tryouts:
Bryan Eggler will be present as
Anne Kemper of Nashville,
Nell Ramsey and Baby Boy, Although Oscar Mayer's 1.3 Tiny Tim, Grey Hunt as Scrooge,
Neese King. He was married in football at Louisville Male and
Dec. I at 7 p.m. for all cast larger city park.
Tenn., Miss Andrea Kaye
per
cent
request
was
well
below
1905 to Mary Jane Upchurch, who Manual high schools from 1927- tryouts.
He said students Several councilmen spoke in Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. Patricia
Randy Powell as Bob Cratchit,
Kemper and Miss Barbara Joan
survives. He was a member of 37, Dr. Kirwan returned to auditioning for singing parts need favor of the proposal. Dr. A. H. O'Neal Dugger and Baby Boy, th commission's 2.5 per cent Sue Haaker as Mrs. Fezziwig and
Kemper, both of Murray.
Kopperud refuted the argument Route 3, Murray, John Clement yardstick for price rises, the Kevin Lally as Peter Cratchit.
Buchanan Methodist Church.
Kentucky as head football coach a prepared solo while those
The Blalock-Coleman Funeral
trying out for speaking parts of Allbritten saying that if Moore, 1609 Main, Murray, Mrs. panel said it turned the petition Due to the students' class
Besides his widow, he leaves from 1938-44.
Home will havc cLarge of the
business intends to come to Mary Elizabeth Hosford, 1621 down because the firm's profit schedule they will only be able to
his daughter, Mrs. Christine He served as dean of men from need no special material.
arrangements.
Harris9 of Calvert City; a 1947-50, as dean of students from
Dec. 8-9 at 9 p.m. for band Murray, it would locate here West Olive, Murray, Mrs. margin on sales this year was visit the afternoon Story Hour, so
grandson, Gary Harrison of 195044, and as dean of the tryouts. Band director A. G. anyway. He cited the turning Carolyn Marie Green and Baby already running better than the children of all ages are welcome.
Sikeston, Mo.; and one great- graduate school from 1960-66.
McGrannahan, a Lexington down of a proposal some years Girl, Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Vera average for its two-year base The scheduled Story Hour
grandchild, Brently
Kent During the 196667 school year, junior, said auditions for guitar, ago to zone Main Street corn- May Taylor, Route 5, Benton, period. The Company said it Program wW be "Telezonia", a
had asked for the increase as a cartoon
Harrison.
film on telephone usage.
Dr. Kirwan was a Fullbright bass guitar, piano, drums and mercial in order to keep the Vye Ftilla Cooper, Route 1, Hazel,
precautionary move to help Phones
downtown
area
secure
with
the
Mehra
Hugh
Travis,
(expired)
tuba
will
be held Dec. 8 and
lecturer at the University of
and a sound apparatus
offset a 6 per cent wage will be
tryouts for flutes, French horns, result that shopping centers Route 1, Alm.
set up for the children to
Vienna, Austria.
increase
its
employes
received
learn further about the correct
His first Love was history, accessory percussion, oboe, "leapfrogged" the entire area to
when the wage-price freeze way to
use a telephone. All of this
however, and he had written bassoon and clarinets will be held set up on the edge of town. Dr. November 27, 1971
ended Nov. 13.
material was obtained through
several books and articles, Dec. 9. He added that no special Kopperud also said that the time ADULTS 88
Board
Pay
Chairman
Windsor
of
George
Moore
Ethel
Mrs.
preparation is needed to audition. to plan is now, not when the need NURSERY 9
Dewey Yates of the South
specializing in the civil war.
H. Boldt, meanwhile, commend1003 Poplar Street, Murray, Funeral services for Mrs. Dan
Dec. 8-9 at 7 p.m. for singing becomes apparent.
Central Bell Telephone CornHe is survived by his wife, and
Washburn
1315
Street,
Vine
of
ed two Ohio Unions —the :ny.
succumbed this morning at 1205 '
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
chorus tryouts. Chorus iigector Rev. Charles Moffett and AtThis will be part of both the
ed for two sons.
Carpenters.unl.1.,
rney Sid Fasa-r .7tharmre in
at the. atlivgayarballoway. cssiata
d
4•••
Now.••••
Patty
•rning
Legeay
of
Faid.,Wc,
ahtr derricoon Story
Wednesday
p.m.
afl
at
the
Milwrghts'e
Union Local Hour
Hospital. She was 80 years of
senior, said no prepared solo is favor of the proposal.
sessions.
chapel
Churchill
Max
of
the
1454, both of Cincinnati —for
age
When the motion to pass the
DISMISSALS
necessary for choral tryouts. She
Her 'husband, V.E. Windsor, Funeral Home with Rev. William
issue to the Murray Planning
Miss Marilyn Crittendon, 414 rejecting wage increases that
urged
both
male
and
female
preceded her in death on October cKinney officiating.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks students who enjoy singing Commission for action was North 8th, Murray, Terry Ed- would have exceeded the board's
15, 1970. She was the daughter of Interment will be in the Murray opened mixed in moderate Popular songs to audition on made, the vote was nine to three ward Allbritten, 102 South 9th, 5.5 percent guideline. He said
patriotic
self-restraint
the late Porter Moore and Ellen Cemetery with the arrangements trading today.
in favor with Councilmen Murray, Max Crouch, 1629 "the
either of the two dates.
(Continued from Page 1)
displayed in your action is most
Cooper Moore. Mrs. Windsor was y the Max Churchill Funeral
Allbritten,
Koenen
and
Starks
Hamilton,
Murray,
Clyde
The
Dow
Written,
Jones
industrial
directed and per..
commendable.",
a member of the Murray Home where friends may call. averagevoting
against
the
proposal.
Robertson,
Jr.,
1625
Hamilton,
Police said Carr, goifIg north on
was off 0.29 at 829.44 formed by Murray State
Mrs. Washburn, the former
Woman's Club, Murray Senior
Alexander explained that it Murray, Miss Karen Faye Short, In other developments
shortly after the opening. students, "Campus Lights" is a
South 6th Street, stopped at the
Osie
died
at
Stalls,
Monday
Amy
—The
Labor Department said stop sign at Poplar Street, but
Rose and Garden Club, and the
Advances topped declines, 191 35-year-old tradition on the was hoped to get approximately Route 2, Tompkinsville, John
First United Methodist Church 9:15 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway to 60, among the 348 issues campus. This year's version is $180,000 for the area between Edward William, 1501 Johnson, its list of major metropolitan failed to see the Holloway car
and the Women's Society of County Hospital. She was 78 crossing the tape.
Payne and Chestnut Street. The Murray, Mrs, Norma Dene areas suffering 6 per cent or going west on Poplar, and started
scheduled Feb 24-25-26.
Christian Service of that church. years of age and was preceded in
thinking is that with $90,000 of Darnell, Route 1, Almo, Mrs. more unemployment dropped on acorss Poplar Street.
In
the
mixed
steel
group,
husband on
The deceased is survived by death by her
this money, matched 1 to 1 with Maybelle Moore, Box 33, Ed- from a 10-year high of 65 down
The Rambler was damged on
Bethlehem and Armco gainee, p •
to 60, the first significant the front end and the Ford on the
two daughters, Mrs. Elsie Kivett December 3, 1963.
Federal funds, a new site could dyville.
j911
each
at
25%
and
166s,
decline
and Mrs. James .M. 'Mary The deceased was a member of respectively. U.S. Steel sumnsince the list began right front door.
be obtained.
The remaining
growing in February, 1970; but Cars involved in a collision
Moore Lassiter, both of Murray; the Chestnut Street Tabernacle. dered 1'4 to 27, and Republic
$90,000, matched 3 to 1 with November 28, 1971
at
it said its list of smaller cities 10:05 on the court square were
one son. Joe Windsor of She was born April 29, 1893, in was unchanged at 19%.
Federal funds for development ADULTS 89
a
with
substantial
Columbus, Ga ; two sisters, Mrs. Calloway County and was the General Motors picked up 6.8
unemployment
purposes, would give sufficient NURSERY 8
1969 Chevrolet four door driven
daughter
Stalls
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